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Political Party In General Ideology Economy Ministry of 
Interior

Emigration Education Healthcare Ministry of 
Defense

Political Leader/International 
Institution/Center of Power

SYR 01
[“Europeans ‘waited 
for them in the 
corner’”] (p.17)
[“Tsipras had good 
intensions”] (p.17)
[“Tsipras is not a 
thief”] (p.17)
[“Tsipras is a little bit 
‘romantic’”] (p.17) 
[“Tsipras allied with 
‘Europeans’ under big 
pressure”] (p.18)
[“the ‘opposition’ was 
rather hostile to 
Tsipras”] (p.18)
[“the ‘media’ were 
hostile with the 
government”] (p.18)

SYR 01
[“inconsistency 
between ideology 
and governmental 
actions”](p.18)
[“‘left’ ideas did 
not work out”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
‘left’ government”] 
(p.18)
[“social justice”] 
[in vivo code] 
(p.18)

SYR 01
[“‘foreign 
confrontation’ in 
financial support of 
the poorest”] (p.19)

SYR 01
[“the ‘left’ 
government avoids 
to be confronted 
with ‘special 
groups’”] (p.19)

SYR 01
[“emigration 
‘sacks’”] (p.19)

SYR 01
[“I don’t think they 
coincide with my 
beliefs”] [“negative 
connotation for the 
‘left’ government 
about education”] 
(p.19)

SYR 01
[“In healthcare I 
think they do a good 
job”] [“positive 
connotation for ‘left’ 
government about 
healthcare”] (p.20)

SYR 01
[“he has made 
considerable 
accomplishments”] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
Kammenos 
(minister of 
defense) and 
SYRIZA’s defense 
policy”] (p.20)

SYR 01
[“Tsakalotos…had the capacity to 
stand up”] [“positive connotation for 
Tsakalotos”] [Economy] (p.19)
[“silly”] [in vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for Mitsotakis”] 
[Economy] (p.19)
[“irrelevant”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation about Filis (ex-
minister of education)”] 
[Education](p.19)

ND 02
[“SYRIZA has a 
totalitarian ideology”] 
(p.26)                  
[“SYRIZA is a party 
which is manipulated 
from ‘foreign 
centers’”] (p.26)                   
[“SYRIZA has a strict 
and correct 
organizational 
structure”] 

ND 02
[“SYRIZA has a 
totalitarian 
ideology”] (p.26)                     
[“SYRIZA as a 
party of 
‘totalitarian left’”] 
(p.26)

ND 02
[“economic policy is 
dictated from the 
abroad”] [in vivo 
code] (p.26)     [“the 
economic policy of 
SYRIZA is what the 
‘foreigners’ want”] 
[in vivo code] (p.26)                          
[“Disclaimer of 
inheritance first time 
since 1966”] [in 
vivo code] (p.26)  

ND 02
[“SYRIZA cannot 
provide security to 
people”] (p.27)                
[“lack of security 
due to SYRIZA 
economic policy”] 
(p.27)    

ND 02 ND 02
[“SYRIZA has a 
bad education 
policy”] (p.27)   
[“SYRIZA intents 
to alter the identity 
of Greeks”] (p.27)                                           
[“a Greek with no 
standard identity”] 
(p.27)

ND 02
[“lack of medicines 
in the hospitals”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA] (p.27)

ND 02
[“SYRIZAs 
defense policy is 
Ok”] (p.27)

ND 02

SYRIZA

SYR 03
[“the increase of 
partisan power is 
controlled by the 
political system and 
the ‘foreign factor’”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA 
government”] (p.15)    

SYR 03
[“SYRIZA is not a 
‘left’ party”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.14)

SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03
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[“Why should I eat 
breadcrumbs”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
hint for SYRIZA 
government and the 
political status”] 
(p.15)    [“One of the 
same things”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative hint 
for SYRIZA 
government and the 
political status”] 
(p.15)
ND 04
[“Inexperienced and 
fake”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.15) 
[“people vote for 
SYRIZA because they 
have not alternative 
choice”] (p.15)     
[“SYRIZA members 
as imposters”] (p.15)

ND 04
[“ideological 
opposition with 
SYRIZA”] (p.16)

ND 04
[“economic policy 
as compulsory”] [in 
vivo code] (p.15)                    
[“Negative”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative stance 
against SYRIZA 
economic policy”] 
(p.15)

ND 04
[“no good”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA for 
ministry of interior”] 
(p.15)

ND 04 ND 04
[“…neutral! no 
change in 
education”] (p.16)

ND 04
[“no change in 
welfare”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.15)                      
[“security funds 
have been 
devaluated”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.15)

ND 04 ND 04

KKE 05
[“SYRIZA as a 
dishonest party”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.16) 
[“like PASOK did 
formerly”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA as dishonest 
party”] (p.16)                                                     

KKE 05
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
ideology”] (p.20)

KKE 05
[“disappointment 
about the future of 
Greek economy”] 
(p.16)

KKE 05
[“disapproval of 
SYRIZA’s policy of 
interior”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.16)

KKE 05
[“emigration as a 
problem above all 
political parties”] 
(p.17)

KKE 05
[“Till now I have 
not seen 
anything…it is 
deteriorating 
rather”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
education policy”] 
(p.17)

KKE 05
[“I have not seen 
any difference 
neither I believe that 
the average Greek 
has seen any 
difference”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
healthcare policy”] 
(p.16-17)

KKE 05 KKE 05

GD 06
[“Nice external 
decoration”] [in vivo 
code] [“ironic hint for 
SYRIZA”] (p.16)     
[“dangerous lack of 
substance”] [in vivo 
code] (p.16)                      
[“lack of morality”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.16)         
[“patriotism as 
prerequisite for 
making foreign 
policy”] (p.17)    
[“love for your 

GD 06
[“intellectualistic”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“ironic hint for 
SYRIZA”] (p.17) 
[“SYRIZA as 
inconsistent with 
ideology”] (p.17)

GD 06
[“catastrophic 
economic policy”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
economic policy”] 
(p.16)

GD 06
[“SYRIZA as 
ineffective in the 
ministry of interior”] 
(p.16)

GD 06
[“catastrophic”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.17)

GD 06
[“dangerously 
naïve”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.16)                                
[“out of reality”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.16)                        
[“mentality of the 
‘stateless person’”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.17)         
[“destructive for 

GD 06
[“SYRIZA will 
destroy what has 
remained from 
healthcare”] (p.16)           
[“no doctor accepts 
a medical booklet of 
a public 
employee…I have to 
pay the doctor”] [in 
vivo code]  
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
healthcare policy”] 
(p.16)

GD 06 GD 06
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country as prerequisite 
for making foreign 
policy”] (p.17)                       
[“it is also required to 
believe that you are a 
nation”] [in vivo code] 
(p.17)                           
[“SYRIZA betrayed 
62% of the Greek 
peoples”] (p.17)

the nation”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.17)       
[“SYRIZA as a no-
patriotic party”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.17)

SYR 07
[“positive opinion for 
SYRIZA”] (p.21)      
[“SYRIZA has 
inadequate core 
membership for 
covering 
governmental 
positions”] (p.21)
[“members of the 
government irrelevant 
with the ideology of 
SYRIZA for personal 
benefit”] (p.21)                  
[“positive opinion for 
SYRIZA government 
in the way of handling 
‘memorandum 
bindings’”] (p.22)   

SYR 07
[“ideologically of 
SYRIZA closer to 
his beliefs”] (p.23)

SYR 07
[“positive opinion 
for SYRIZA policies 
in general”] (p.22)

SYR 07
[“positive opinion 
for SYRIZA policies 
in general”] (p.22)     
[“neutral opinion for 
SYRIZA 
government for 
freedom policies”] 
(p.22)                   
[“responsibility of 
‘intervention’ to the 
chief of police”] 
(p.22)          
[“police should 
operate 
independently”] 
(p.22)                    
[“police should 
operate with 
justice”] (p.22)

SYR 07
[“positive opinion 
for SYRIZA 
policies in 
general”] (p.22)

SYR 07
[“positive opinion 
for SYRIZA 
policies in 
general”] (p.22)
[“education system 
must change”] [in 
vivo code] (p.23)                        
[“SYRIZA 
government plans 
to change the 
education system”] 
(p.23)                         
[“Each school to be 
separate unit and 
entity”] [in vivo 
code] (p.23)

SYR 07
[“Healthcare goes 
relatively good”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA healthcare 
policy”] (p.23)                                 
[“great strangle”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
hospitals’ stuff”] 
(p.23)          
[“lack of means in 
the public sector”] 
(p.23)                                   
[“let it ‘loose’”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation New 
Democracy and 
PASOK 
government”] (p.23)

SYR 07
[“positive opinion 
for SYRIZA 
policies in 
general”] (p.22)

SYR 07
[“New Democracy and PASOK left 
the ‘space’  free in order to set a trap 
to SYRIZA”] (p.21)       [“the 
political status is not easy to break 
down”] (p.21)                                    
“there are still things controlled by the 
political system”] (p.22)

KIN 08
[“Inadequate”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA and its 
leaders”] (p.18) 
[“limited capabilities 
and skills”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA and its 
leaders”] (p.18) 
[“Tsipras as a 
politician with 
ambiguous political 
behavior”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA and its 
leaders”] (p.18) 
[“Tsipras as a 
politician with fake 
political behavior”] 
[“negative connotation 

KIN 08
[“unilateral”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA and its 
policies”] (p.18)            
[“negative stance 
for SYRIZA 
ideology”] (p.20)         
[“SYRIZA as 
corrupted”] (p.20)

KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08
[“The Genocide of 
the Pontians was 
not a genocide”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.20)                 
[“Turks in favor of 
the SYRIZA 
minister of 
education”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.20)

KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08
[“George Papandreou did not like 
theme at all (the trade unions)”] [in 
vivo code] [“positive connotation for 
George Papandreou”] (p.21)
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for SYRIZA and its 
leaders”] (p.18) [“lack 
of meritocracy”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.19) 
[“corrupted unionists 
left PASOK and 
joined SYRIZA”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.21)                                       
SYR 09
[“SYRIZA passes 
through an ‘identity 
crisis’”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.14)
[“SYRIZA cannot 
implement its 
ideological 
background”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.14)
[“experience and 
control are missed”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA’s 
organizational 
structure ”] (p.15)
[“lack of control in 
public sector”] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.15) 
[“PASOK members as 
obstacles of SYRIZA 
government”] (p.15)
[“PASOK members as 
crooked and 
unpunished”] (p.15)

SYR 09
[“positive stance 
for SYRIZA’s 
ideology”] (p.15)

SYR 09
[“positive stance for 
SYRIZA’s 
policies”] [“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.15)

SYR 09
[“positive stance for 
SYRIZA’s 
policies”] [“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.15)

SYR 09
[“positive stance 
for SYRIZA’s 
policies”] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.15)

SYR 09
[“positive stance 
for SYRIZA’s 
policies”] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.15)

SYR 09
[“positive stance for 
SYRIZA’s 
policies”] [“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.15)

SYR 09
[“positive stance 
for SYRIZA’s 
policies”] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.15)

SYR 09

KKE 10
[“SYRIZA as 
‘populistic’ political 
party”] (p.36)    
[“negative stance 
against SYRIZA 
policies”] (p.36)                   
[“an ordinary partisan 
organizational 
structure for 
SYRIZA”] (p.37)

KKE 10
[“I think it now 
belongs to social-
democracy”] [in 
vivo code] [“a hint 
that SYRIZA’s 
ideology although 
of ‘left’ orientation 
now has shifted 
towards social-
democracy”] 
(p.37)                    
[“(Similar) to 
PASOK 
transmutation”] [in 
vivo code] [“ironic 
hint for PASOK”] 
(p.37)                     

KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10
[“the immigration 
issue as ‘a 
conscious bad 
administration and 
in violation of 
international law’”] 
(p.36)

KKE 10
[“overturns in a 
worse form”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
education policy”] 
(p.36)      
[“Competition 
among students 
and among citizens 
through 
education”] [in 
vivo code] (p.36)                           
[“They want to 
abolish excellence 
in education”] [in 
vivo code] 

KKE 10
[“That’s in a worse 
situation”] [in vivo 
code] [“bad 
connotation for 
healthcare policy of 
SYRIZA”] (p.37)                 
[“the economic 
situation as 
responsible for 
healthcare’s bad 
situation”] (p.37)

KKE 10 KKE 10
[“the communist party is not a 
leader’s party”] (p.37)
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[“SYRIZA has no 
relation with 
socialism”] (p.37)

[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.37)      
[“students must be 
distinguished from 
each other”] (p.37)    
[“levelling and 
generalization as 
bad elements in 
education”] (p.37)

GD 11
[“SYRIZA as a 
patriotic party”] 
[“positive connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.19)   
[“fatherland as first 
priority of a 
government”] (p.19) 
[“positive stance 
against SYRIZA”] 
(p.19)                     
[“SYRIZA’s values 
are overturned due to 
pressure of the 
‘foreign players’”] 
(p.20)       
[“struggle for better 
organizational 
structure”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.20)         
[“SYRIZA as 
inexperienced”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.20)            
[“SYRIZA as not 
compact”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.20)

GD 11
[“justice as a 
positive element of 
SYRIZA’s 
ideology”] (p.20)
[“in the name of 
freedom we rich 
the unspeakable”] 
[in vivo code] 
(p.20)

GD 11 GD 11 GD 11
[“Both in relation 
to the immigration 
issue and the 
European Union! 
That is, we must 
not give in so 
easily to others”] 
[in vivo code] 
(p.19)
[“the Greek citizen 
above the state”] 
(p.19)

GD 11
[“negative stance 
for SYRIZA’s 
education policy”] 
(p.20)

GD 11
[“As far as concerns 
the health care 
policy, IT LOOK 
like it would impose 
some justice again 
but they did 
nothing”] [in vivo 
code] (p.20)

GD 11
[“positive stance 
for SYRIZA’s 
National Defense 
policy”] (p.20)

GD 11
[“negative stance against ‘European 
Union’”] (p.19)                       
[“positive stance for Panos 
Kammenos leader of ANEL the party 
of coalition with SYRIZA”] (p.20)

GD 12
[“unrelated with 
policy”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for the SYRIZA 
government”] (p.22)
[“continuation of the 
‘previous ones’”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for the 
SYRIZA 
government”] (p.22)
[“nonexistent”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA’s 
organizational 
structure”] (p.23)

GD 12
[“SYRIZA as a 
party with no 
ideology”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
policies”] (p.23)

GD 12
[“mess and 
irrelevant”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
economic policy”] 
(p.23)
[“‘directions’ from 
the power centers”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA as an 
independent party”] 
(p.23)

GD 12
[“mess and 
irrelevant”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
policies”] (p.23)
[“‘directions’ from 
the power centers”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA as an 
independent party”] 
(p.23)

GD 12
[“mess and 
irrelevant”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
policies”] (p.23)
[“‘directions’ from 
the power centers”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA as an 
independent 
party”] (p.23)

GD 12
[“mess and 
irrelevant”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
policies”] (p.23)
[“‘directions’ from 
the power centers”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA as an 
independent 
party”] (p.23)

GD 12
[“mess and 
irrelevant”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
policies”] (p.23)
[“‘directions’ from 
the power centers”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA as an 
independent party”] 
(p.23)

GD 12
[“mess and 
irrelevant”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
policies”] (p.23)
[“‘directions’ from 
the power centers”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA as an 
independent 
party”] (p.23)

GD 12
[“moderate stance against PASOK 
voters which shifted to SYRIZA”] 
(p.23)
[“comparison with ‘right’ 
government”] [“positive stance 
towards ‘right’ governments”] (p.23)
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PAN 13
[“SYRIZA as 
inexperienced, 
ignorant, and 
anachronistic”] (p.13)
[“SYRIZA as 
ignorant, and 
irrelevant due to lack 
of governing”] (p.13)
[“SYRIZA recruits 
irrelevant people in 
order to the required 
volume to form a 
government”] (p.13)
[“SYRIZA made big 
compromises to shape 
a government”] (p.13)
[“SYRIZA betrayed 
its values”] (p.13)
[“SYRIZA as 
dishonest political 
party”] (p.13)
[“ideologies as 
political 
benchmarks”] (p.14)
[“you don’t abandon 
your ideology”] [in 
vivo code] (p.14)

PAN 13
[“SYRIZA 
ideology is far 
away from their 
actions”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.15)
[“no ideology for 
SYRIZA”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
ideology”] (p.15)

PAN 13
[“instability in 
taxation”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s taxation 
policy”] (p.15)

PAN 13 PAN 13
[“SYRIZA made 
mistakes in 
immigration 
issues”] [in vivo 
code] (p.14)

PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13
[“Andreas Papandreou as a highly 
standing political personality”] (p.14)

GD 14
[“at the end a rather 
negative sign has 
come out for 
SYRIZA”] [in vivo 
code] (p.23)
[“Chaos for policies of 
SYRIZA”] (p.23)
[“bad organizational 
structure of SYRIZA”] 
(p.23)
[“partition in power of 
SYRIZA due to old 
PASOK and 
constituencies ”] 
(p.23)

GD 14
[“Chaotic in issues 
of ideology of 
SYRIZA”] (p.23)

GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14
[“Chaos for the 
education policy of 
SYRIZA”] (p.23)

GD 14 GD 14 GD 14

ND 15
[“SYRIZA as the 
same with New 
Democracy”] (p.21)                     
[“SYRIZA is trying to 
prettify things”] (p.21)          
[“SYRIZA choices are 
limited from 
memorandum”] (p.21)       
[“SYRIZA as 
inconsistent”] (p.21) 

ND 15 ND 15
[“in economic policy 
there are no 
choices”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.21)

ND 15
[“negative stance 
against SYRIZA’s 
policies”] (p.21)

ND 15
[“negative stance 
against SYRIZA’s 
policies”] (p.21)

ND 15
[“negative stance 
against SYRIZA’s 
policies”] (p.21)

ND 15
[“in healthcare there 
are limited choices 
for SYRIZA due to 
powerful guilds”] 
(p.22)

ND 15
[“in national 
defense the 
situation is 
disappointing”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s national 
defense policy”] 
(p.22)

ND 15
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[“SYRIZA as not a 
serious party”] (p.21)      
[“it is propaganda”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.21)
IND 16
[“I can’t do this 
because I don’t watch 
anything at all. I don’t 
listen to the news. I 
don’t know what is 
going on. I know you 
are a little shocked 
now...”] [in vivo code] 
(p.16)
[“And I am very proud 
of it, that is to say, I 
do this consciously 
(on purpose)”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“it’s ‘noise’”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“all this kind of 
discussion. This is 
why I am doing well 
with my business; 
because I have 
distanced myself...”] 
[in vivo code] (p.16)

IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16

SYR 17
[“negative stance 
against SYRIZA”] 
(p.24)
[“SYRIZA as a big 
disappointment”] 
(p.24)
[“they accepted almost 
everything in Euro-
group”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.24)
[“they took everything 
back”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.24)
[“sympathetic’”] [in 
vivo code] [“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA civilization 
policy”] (p.26)
[“Limited contribution 
from public TV 
channel’”] (p.26)

SYR 17
[“disarray”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
ideology”] (p.24)
[“they say other 
things and they do 
others”] [in vivo 
code] [“mismatch 
between ideology 
and political 
practices of 
SYRIZA”] (p.25)
[“they make a 
strike against 
themselves”] [in 
vivo code] (p.25) 

SYR 17
[“Tragic”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
economic policy”] 
(p.25)
[“we got read of the 
big threat, that is 
‘Koulis’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Kiriakos 
Mitsotakis”] (p.25)
[“but on the other 
hand they also have 
accepted 
‘evaluation’ and 
everything”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s 
economic policy”] 
(p.25)

SYR 17
[“image of 
dissolution”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s interior 
policy”] (p.25)
[“there is lack of 
staff because the 
people have retired”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s interior 
policy”] (p.25)
[“huge lawlessness”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA’s interior 
policy”] (p.25)
 [“friendly big 
favors”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 

SYR 17 SYR 17
[“just a few 
improvements in 
education”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA education 
policy”] (p.26) 
[“Greek education 
is very good”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA education 
policy”] (p.26)
[“lack of assistance 
from the state”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA education 
policy”] (p.26)

SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17
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[“Limited 
organizational 
capacity due to limited 
number of 
membership”] (p.27)

[“need for righteous 
taxation policy”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p.25)
[“those with big 
incomes to pay 
more”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p.26)
[“no measurements 
against large 
debtors”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA interior 
policy ”] (p.25)

connotation for 
SYRIZA interior 
policy”] (p.26)

SYR 18
[“inconsistency”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.20)
[“created big 
expectations”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.20)
 [“lack of good 
organizational 
structure”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.20)
[“lack of experience”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.20)
[“‘factoring’ and 
corruption”] [in vivo 
code] (p.21)
[“they pay attention to 
civilization”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA policy of 
Civilization”] (p.23)
[“the public television 
is far better than the 
private ‘channels’”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation 
for SYRIZA policy of 
Civilization”] (p.23)

SYR 18
[“positive stance 
for SYRIZA 
ideology”] (p.21)

SYR 18
[“He signed up 
everything”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p.21)
[“the ‘picture’ I have 
is not good”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p.21)
[“When the ‘others’ 
tell you even how 
many times you will 
breathe”] [in vivo 
code] [“moderate 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p.21)
[“what was the 
margin for him to do 
things”] [in vivo 
code] [“moderate 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p.21)

SYR 18
[“SYRIZA as 
ineffective in terms 
of fighting 
bureaucracy”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p.21)
[“freedom of 
citizens”] [“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA freedom of 
citizens/interior 
policy”] (p.22)
 [“Exarchia”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA interior 
policy”] (p.22)

SYR 18 SYR 18
[“they also 
‘wandering’ here”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA education 
policy”] (p.22)
[“they 
compromised a 
little bit with the 
archbishop”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA education 
policy”] (p.22)
[“they ‘blunt’ the 
national 
consciousness 
instead of 
‘sharpening’ it”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative stance 
for SYRIZA 
education policy”] 
(p.22)
[“There the 
national 
consciousness will 
play a significant 
role”] [in vivo 
code] (p.22)

SYR 18
[“what can you do 
about healthcare”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“moderate stance 
against SYRIZA”] 
(p.20)
[“sucks”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA health care 
policy”] (p.23)
[“private insurance 
policy as rather 
expensive”] 
[“ministry of health 
as rather corrupted”] 
(p.23)

SYR 18 SYR 18
[“interior policy not as bad”] 
[“negative connotation for Kyriakos 
Mitsotakis leader of New 
Democracy”] (p.22)
[“useful false”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation for the Greek 
church”] (p.22)
[“the ‘fairy tale’ of the ‘secret 
school’”] [in vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for the Greek church”] 
(p.23)
[“I watch almost nothing”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative connotation for 
private channels”] (p.23)
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IND 19
[“SYRIZA as a party 
below the 
circumstances”] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p.11)
[“they are ‘little’ 
against those ‘ravens’ 
which want the 
country”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.11)
[“they are ‘little’ 
against those ‘ravens’ 
which want the 
country”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.11)
[“indifferent if the 
executives come from 
another party 
(PASOK)”] (p.11)
[“employment of 
people in the public 
sector”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.11)

IND 19
[“There is no 
ideology”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA 
ideology”] (p.12)

IND 19
[“It sucks”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p.12)
[“creating beggars”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p.12)
[“social policy is to 
create jobs as a 
result of 
development”] [in 
vivo code] (p.12)
[“not the kind of 
development that 
comes from the 
multinational 
companies”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
stance against 
multinational 
companies”] (p.12)
[“small business 
should be open”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p.12)
[“disproportional 
taxation with 
income”] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p.12)
[“the majority are 
unemployed today”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p.12)

IND 19
[“I think we are not 
free”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA internal 
affairs”] (p.12)
[“demonstrations in 
Exarchia should not 
be allowed at all”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA internal 
affairs”] (p.12)
[“in Exarchia police 
was inadequate”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA internal 
affairs”] (p.13)
[“police in the past 
use to protect the 
citizen from many 
dangers”] (p.13)

IND 19
[“the immigration 
stream should not 
be that big”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA 
immigration 
policy”] (p.14)
[“the country 
cannot live with 
it”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA 
immigration 
policy”] (p.14)
[“there is no Greek 
shop in Koliatsou 
square or Aharnon 
Street”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA 
immigration 
policy”] (p.14)
[“fellow citizens 
not being able to 
go around those 
areas freely”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA 
immigration 
policy”] (p.14)
[“Old ladies have 
been attacked 
many times”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA 
immigration 
policy”] (p.14)

IND 19
[“high schools 
teachers don’t 
work anymore”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA education 
policy”] (p.11)
[“side-education”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA education 
policy”] (p.11)
[“parents can’t 
afford it any 
longer”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA education 
policy”] (p.11)
[“fewer subjects 
are taught”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA education 
policy”] (p.13)
[“History should be 
taught in a more 
pleasant way”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA education 
policy”] (p.13)
[“positive stance 
against Greek 
mythology”] (p.13)

IND 19
[“uninsured have 
access to hospitals”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA healthcare 
policy”] (p.13)
[“hospitals staffs are 
not enough”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA healthcare 
policy”] (p.13)
[“they exceed 
themselves”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA hospital 
stuffs”] (p.13)

IND 19
[“We have become 
cowards”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA National 
Defence policy”] 
(p.13)

IND 19

SYR 20
[“a government of 
good intentions”] [in 
vivo code] [“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p. 26)
[“not adequately 
organized”] [in vivo 

SYR 20
[“It would be ‘left-
winged’ but not 
‘radical left’”] [in 
vivo code] (p. 21)
[“‘left-winged’ in a 
sense of 

SYR 20
[“I don’t think 
things are good in 
the economy”] (p. 
28)
[“SYRIZA as a 
party of good 
intentions”] [in vivo 

SYR 20
[“a tendency of 
organization 
(improvement)”] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA ministry of 

SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20
[“Health is a great 
sufferer”] [“negative 
connotation for 
healthcare 
situation”] (p. 30)
[“Nothing important 
has been done yet”] 

SYR 20
[“the Greek army 
as a college”] 
[“negative 
connotation about 
the SYRIZA 
Ministry of 
Defence”] (p. 31)

SYR 20
[“PASOK members as ‘dishonest 
experts’”] [in vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for PASOK members”] 
(p. 26)
[“Varoufakis as a man of worth and a 
very good scientist”] [in vivo code] 
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code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p. 26)
[“organizational 
sloppiness”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p. 26) 
[“don’t know their 
own people”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for senior 
members of 
SYRIZA”] (p. 26)
[“lack of experience”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for SYRIZA”] (p. 27)
[“the rapid increase of 
SYRIZA as a 
‘boom’”] [in vivo 
code] (p. 27)

progressive”] [in 
vivo code] (p. 21)
[“I am not for the 
‘centre’”] [in vivo 
code] (p. 21)
[“the ‘centre’ is 
compromising”] 
[in vivo code] (p. 
21)
[“the ‘centre’ is not 
right as an 
ideology”] [in vivo 
code] (p. 21)
[“ideologically 
well placed”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA”] (p. 27)

code] [“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p. 28)
[“Katseli Law”] [in 
vivo code] [“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p. 28)
[“Katseli Law as 
instrument to save 
one’s house”] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA economic 
policy”] (p. 28)
 [“negative 
connotation for 
‘memorandum’ 
(PASOK and New 
Democracy) 
governments”] (p. 
28)

internal affairs”] (p. 
29)
[“everything had 
been suspended due 
to negotiations”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA ministry of 
internal affairs”] (p. 
29)

[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA healthcare 
policy”] (p. 30)
[“conditions were 
dignified”] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
SYRIZA healthcare 
policy”] (p. 30)
[“the Health needs 
betterment”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA healthcare 
policy”] (p. 31)
[“additional stuff 
must be hired”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA healthcare 
policy”] (p. 31)
[“positive stance 
against hospital 
doctors”]
[“additional stuff 
must be hired”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
SYRIZA healthcare 
policy”] (p. 31)

[“positive connotation for 
Varoufakis”] (p. 27)
[“negative stance against the Greek 
Orthodox Church”] (p. 29)

SYR 01
[“New Democracy as 
the ‘worst’”] (p.20)
[“‘I am a child’ of 
New Democracy”] [in 
vivo code] (p.20)
[“New Democracy as 
a ‘complete 
disappointment’”] 
(p.20)
[“in ‘confrontation’ 
with New 
Democracy”] (p.20)
[“corruption and 
arrogance for New 
Democracy”] (p.20)

SYR 01
[“careless about 
New Democracy’s 
ideology”] (p.21)

SYR 01
[“New Democracy 
as a party of 
‘deception’”] (p.21)
[“New Democracy 
would be a worst 
government than 
SYRIZA”] (p.21)

SYR 01
[“It would operate 
better with New 
Democracy because 
police executives 
were members of 
New Democracy”] 
[“positive 
connotation for New 
Democracy in 
‘police like manner’ 
issues”] (p.21)

SYR 01
[“they would 
handle it better”] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
New Democracy in 
emigration issues”] 
(p.22)

SYR 01
[“they could do 
something 
different”] 
[“positive hint for 
New Democracy in 
education issues”] 
(p.21)

SYR 01
[“‘big feast’”] 
[“negative hint for 
New Democracy 
with respect 
healthcare issues”] 
(p.22)
[“this was the mirror 
of ‘interlace’”] 
[“negative hint for 
New Democracy 
with respect 
healthcare issues”] 
(p.22)

SYR 01
[“Don’t forget the 
general secretaries 
of the previous 
years what they 
did; how many of 
them are brought to 
justice”] [“negative 
connotation for the 
political members 
of New Democracy 
and PASOK 
defense policy”] 
(p.22)

SYR 01
[“‘walking together’ with ‘the side of 
Karamanlis’”] (p.20)

New 
Democracy

ND 02
[“lack of notable 
senior members” and 
“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.20) [“notable 
members are 
blocked”] [in vivo 

ND 02
[‘‘what is its 
ideology right 
now’’] [in vivo 
code] [“a hint that 
New Democracy 
has not ideology 
right now”] (p.23)           
[“the ideology of 

ND 02
[“New Democracy’s 
economic policy use 
to be good in the 
past”] (p.23) [“the 
Greek commercial 
fleet reached almost 
five thousand 
vessels under the 

ND 02 ND 02 ND 02
[“good education 
policy” and 
“positive 
connotation for 
New Democracy 
and PASOK”] 
(p.24)                 
[“bad purpose of 

ND 02
[“healthcare also 
moved forward”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“positive 
connotation for New 
Democracy’s 
healthcare policy”] 
(p.25)         

ND 02
[“New Democracy 
kept the national 
defense in a better 
condition”] (p.25)

ND 02
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code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy and Greek 
political status”] 
(p.20)             
[“the Greek political 
situation is a 
manipulated one”] 
(p.21) [“it has 
contributed to the 
country”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for the 
past of New 
Democracy”] (p.21)                   

‘memorandums’ 
connected with 
New Democracy”] 
(p.23)  

Greek flag”] [in vivo 
code] [“ a solid 
proof about New 
Democracy’s 
economic policy use 
to be good in the 
past”] (p.23-24)  
[“devaluation of 
‘deindustrialization’ 
as a fact”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
EU”] (p.24) 

‘foreign centers’ 
for the country”] 
(p.24)              
[“the policy of 
education which is 
destroyed”] (p.25) 
[“We lose our 
identity”] [in vivo 
code] (p.25)   
[“Greece is a small 
country and 
requires a ‘strong 
identity’”] (p.25)

[“the Greek doctors 
have a rather good 
reputation in 
abroad”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for 
Greek doctors”] 
(p.25)

SYR 03
[“New Democracy in 
the same basket with 
PASOK”] [“negative 
hint for New 
Democracy”] (p.15)   
[“New Democracy and 
PASOK are extremely 
corrupted”] 
[“Gennimata and 
Mitsotakis are two 
leaders with no 
charisma”]                            
[“New Democracy and 
PASOK are nepotistic 
and corrupted”] (p.16)     
[“negative opinion for 
New Democracy’s 
members”] (p.16) 
[“New Democracy as 
a clientelistic party”] 
(p.17)

SYR 03
[“rather negative 
opinion for New 
Democracy’s 
ideology”] (p.17)

SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03
[“Kyriakos Mitsotakis as an extremely 
neoliberal leader”] (p.17)

ND 04
[“New Democracy as 
a similar party as 
SYRIZA”] [“negative 
connotation 
organizational 
structure and 
capabilities of New 
Democracy”] (p.16)  
[“The same in 
everything”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation of New 
Democracy”] (p.16)                                                       

ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04

KKE 05
[“New Democracy as 
a party with no 
humanitarian 

KKE 05
[“negative stance 
for New 

KKE 05
[“neo liberal 
economic policy”] 
[“negative 

KKE 05
[“New Democracy 
policy of interior as 
an autocratic 

KKE 05
[“and eventually 
they turn out to do 
what they voted in 

KKE 05
[“Look …I don’t 
find anything in 
common with what 

KKE 05
[“the only thing they 
care is to establish 
any private hospital 

KKE 05 KKE 05
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identity”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.15)                          
[“New Democracy as 
a neo-liberal party”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.15)

Democracy’s 
ideology”] (p.20)

connotation for New 
Democracy’s 
economic policy”] 
(p.15)

policy”] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy’s policy 
of interior”] (p.15)                                   
[“New Democracy 
policy of interior as 
oppressive”] (p.15)                
[“‘honest’”] [in vivo 
code] [“ironic hint 
for New 
Democracy’s policy 
of interior”] (p.15)

Brussels”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy’s 
emigration policy”] 
(p.16)  [“get out 
of all these 
organizations and 
finally make his 
own policy”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
EU”] (p.16)

I believe”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy’s 
education policy”] 
(p.15)

to make a favor to 
some friends”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy’s 
healthcare policy”] 
(p.15)

GD 06
[“party of ‘barons’”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.20) [“entry to 
European Union was 
made by dishonest 
criteria”] (p.20)                      
[“tougher towards the 
peoples than it should 
be”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.20)                          
[“no opportunities for 
young talented 
people”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.20)                            
[“New Democracy has 
not the peoples’ 
benefit in mind”] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.20)

GD 06
[“New Democracy 
has no sufficient 
ideology”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy”] 
(p.20)

GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06

SYR 07
[“bad opinion for New 
Democracy in 
general”] (p.24)                                   
[“opposition for the 
opposition”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.24)          
[“they don’t make a 
social opposition”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.24)                   

SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07
[“SYRIZA as a monocular fighter”] 
[“positive connotation SYRIZA 
government”] (p.24)                   
[“SYRIZA cannot rule”] (p.24)                       
[“SYRIZA’s insufficient ideology 
attracted the center”] (p.24)       
[“PASOK consists part of the political 
system”] [in vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for PASOK”] (p.24)
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[“they want to cause 
problem to the 
government”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.24)
KIN 08
[“disapproval of New 
Democracy due to 
conservatism”] (p.21) 
[“I don’t know things 
from a ‘close distance’ 
(for organizational 
structure)”] [in vivo 
code] (p.23)                 

KIN 08
[“conservatives”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative stance 
against New 
Democracy 
ideology”] (p.23)

KIN 08
[“no one could do 
better right now”] 
[“positive 
connotation for the 
economic policy of 
New Democracy”] 
(p.22)                   
[“New Democracy 
as an integral 
political party”] 
[“positive 
connotation for the 
economic policy of 
New Democracy”]

KIN 08
[“moderate stance 
against New 
Democracy policy of 
interior”] (p.22)

KIN 08
[“negative stance 
against New 
Democracy 
emigration policy”] 
(p.23)

KIN 08
[“moderate stance 
against New 
Democracy 
education policy”] 
(p.22)

KIN 08
[“moderate stance 
against New 
Democracy 
healthcare policy”] 
(p.22)

KIN 08 KIN 08
[“rhetoric fluency”] [in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation for Kiriakos 
Mitsotakis”] (p.21)   [“workers' 
redundancies”] [“positive connotation 
for Kiriakos Mitsotakis”] (p.21)

SYR 09
[“New Democracy as 
ridiculous”] (p.15)
[“Factions”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.15)
[“full of conspiracies”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.15)
[“join venture 
interests”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.15)
[“friends’ service”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.15)
[“New Democracy as 
a corrupted party”] 
(p.16)
[“positive stance 
against Kostas 
Karamanlis (the 
younger)”] (p.16)
[“‘big families’ 
control the Greek 
political system”] 
(p.16)

SYR 09 SYR 09
[“PASOK and New 
Democracy as 
responsible for the 
destruction of 
economy”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK and New 
Democracy”] (p.16)
 [“Constantine 
Karamanlis, the ‘old 
one’ as co-
responsible for the 
destruction of 
economy”] 
[“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.16)

SYR 09
[“lack of freedom”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
Antonis Samaras 
(former leader of 
New Democracy)”] 
(p.16)

SYR 09
[“New Democracy 
as a racist political 
party”] [“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy”] 
(p.17)
[“illegal use of EU 
money”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy 
and PASOK”] 
(p.17)

SYR 09
[“mistaken bill for 
the system of 
education system”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy”] 
(p.17)
[“perverted 
examination 
system in the 
universities”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy 
education policy”] 
(p.17)

SYR 09
[“The health system 
is abandoned and 
destroyed”] 
[“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy 
healthcare policy”] 
(p.17)

SYR 09 SYR 09
[“Andreas Papandreou destroyed the 
economy”] [“negative connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.16)
[“loan agreements by PASOK as 
catastrophic”] [“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.16)
[“Simitis also made tremendous 
mistakes”] [in vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for PASOK”] (p.17)
[“PASOK was hiring people that the 
public sector could not maintain”] 
[“negative connotation for PASOK”] 
(p.17)

KKE 10
[“New Democracy as 
neoliberal”] (p.38) 

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards New 

KKE 10 KKE 10
[“moderate stance 
for ministry of 

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards New 

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards New 

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards New 

KKE 10 KKE 10
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[“negative stance 
towards New 
Democracy as a 
party”] (p.38)

Democracy’s 
ideology”] (p.38)

interior policies”] 
(p.38)

Democracy’s 
emigration policy”] 
(p.39)

Democracy’s 
education policy”] 
(p.39)

Democracy’s 
healthcare policy”] 
(p.39)

GD 11
[“correct values”] [in 
vivo code] [“positive 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.20) 
[“problem in New 
Democracy’s human 
recourses”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.21)     
[“individualistic 
attitude of New 
Democracy’s 
members”] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.21) 
[“lack of patriotism”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.21)  

GD 11
[“positive stance 
for New 
Democracy’s 
ideology”] (p.21)               

GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11
[“They destroy the 
healthcare and 
education system”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy”] 
(p.21)               

GD 11
[“They destroy the 
healthcare and 
education system”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.21)               

GD 11
[“moderate stance 
for New 
Democracy’s 
national defense 
and the foreign 
policy”] (p.21)               

GD 11
[“For the only one I have a positive 
perception is Karamanlis ‘junior’”] [in 
vivo code] [“positive connotation for 
Kostas Karamanlis ‘junior’”] (p.21)               

GD 12
[“rotting”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.23)
[“rotting and 
corruption”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“Neoliberal”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy’s 
ideology”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“It is all in 
‘decay’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)
[“deliberately 
ineffective”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“It is all in 
‘decay’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)
[“deliberately 
ineffective”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“It is all in 
‘decay’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)
[“deliberately 
ineffective”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“It is all in 
‘decay’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)
[“deliberately 
ineffective”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“It is all in 
‘decay’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)
[“deliberately 
ineffective”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“It is all in 
‘decay’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)
[“deliberately 
ineffective”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12

PAN 13
[“negative stance 
towards New 
Democracy’s shift in 
the centre”] (p.15)
[“New Democracy as 
populistic party”] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.15)
[“New Democracy as 
anachronistic party”] 
(p.15)
[“corruption as main 
reason that New 
Democracy lost the 
elections”] (p.16)

PAN 13
[“mismatch with 
New Democracy’s 
ideology and 
political practices”] 
(p.16)
[“New 
Democracy’s 
ideology 
conservative”] 
(p.16)

PAN 13
[“negative sign for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.16)

PAN 13
[“negative sign for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.16)

PAN 13
[“negative sign for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.16)

PAN 13
[“negative sign for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.16)

PAN 13
[“negative sign for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.16)

PAN 13
[“negative sign for 
New Democracy’s 
policies”] (p.16)

PAN 13
[“Mitsotakis as notably neo liberal”] 
[“negative connotation for Kyriakos 
Mitsotakis leader of New 
Democracy”] (p.15)
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[“New Democracy 
although has 
experienced people 
does not perform 
well”] (p.16)
GD 14
[“New Democracy as 
neoliberals and 
supporters of ‘New 
Order’”] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”](p.23)
[“‘old’ New 
Democracy was more 
patriotic”] (p.24)
[“New Democracy as 
subordinates of ‘New 
Order’”] (p.24)
[“New Democracy has 
better organizational 
structure than 
SYRIZA”] (p.24)
[“New Democracy has 
more technocrats”] 
(p.24)
[“although New 
Democracy can rule 
the country better than 
SYRIZA it does not 
attract him”] (p.24)

GD 14
[“New 
Democracy’s 
ideology does not 
cover me 
personally”] (p.23)
[“New 
Democracy’s 
ideology has been 
corrupted”] (p.24)
[“Look, it is very 
important who 
rules New 
Democracy”] [in 
vivo code] [“a 
negative hint for 
the leader of New 
Democracy”] 
(p.24)
[“the party curries 
the leader’s 
ideology”] (p.24)

GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14

ND 15
[“New Democracy as 
a party with limited 
choices”] (p.19)                  
[“New Democracy has 
been bounded to 
accomplish all that 
have been agreed”] 
(p.19)       [“I 
believe they cannot do 
it”] [in vivo code] 
(p.19)                      
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.19)

ND 15 ND 15
[“The economic 
policy is made 
through the 
memorandum”] [in 
vivo code] (p.19)                   
[“we are under 
guardianship”] [in 
vivo code] (p.19)                       
[“those that should 
pay were protected”] 
[in vivo code] (p.19)        
[“they send their 
money ‘out’”] [in 
vivo code] (p.19)                                   
[“New Democracy 
and PASOK that 
created the problem 
cannot be the 
solution of the 
problem”] (p.19)

ND 15
[“New Democracy 
has limited choices 
in interior policy”] 
(p.20)        [“the 
situation of freedom 
is stable”] (p.20)                             
[“issues of violence 
have not been 
tackled”] (p.20)                     
[“indifference in 
issues of violence”] 
(p.20)

ND 15 ND 15
[“Education has 
already been 
destroyed”] [in 
vivo code] (p.20)       
[“coexistence and 
comparability of 
private and public 
universities”] 
(p.20)                                                            
[“recognition of 
private 
universities”] 
(p.20)

ND 15
[“there will not be 
any progress in 
healthcare due to 
ideological 
commitments”] 
(p.20)

ND 15
[“in national 
defense no 
progress can be 
made if you don’t 
‘cast’ money”] 
(p.21)

ND 15

IND 16
[“I can’t do this 
because I don’t watch 
anything at all. I don’t 
listen to the news. I 

IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16
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don’t know what is 
going on. I know you 
are a little shocked 
now...”] [in vivo code] 
(p.16)
[“And I am very proud 
of it, that is to say, I 
do this consciously 
(on purpose)”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“it’s ‘noise’”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“all this kind of 
discussion. This is 
why I am doing well 
with my business; 
because I have 
distanced myself...”] 
[in vivo code] (p.16)
SYR 17
[“The majority of New 
Democracy sacks”] [in 
vivo code] (p.27)
[“a lot of bad people 
in New Democracy”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.27)
[“bad internal 
motivations”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.27)
[“people over there 
make me angry”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.27)

SYR 17
[“New 
Democracy’s 
ideology not in line 
with own political 
beliefs”] [in vivo 
code] (p.27)

SYR 17
[“negative stance 
against New 
Democracy’ 
economic policy”] 
(p.27)

SYR 17
[“positive stance for 
New Democracy’ 
ministry of interior”] 
(p.27)

SYR 17 SYR 17
[“in favor of 
‘prayer’”] [in vivo 
code] (p.28)
[“I don’t want to 
stop parades”] [in 
vivo code] (p.28)
[“negative stance 
against New 
Democracy 
(education 
policy)”] (p.28)

SYR 17
[“healthcare policy 
of New Democracy 
sacks”] [in vivo 
code] (p.28)
[“the citizen should 
be addressed in 
private hospitals”] 
[“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy’ 
healthcare policy”] 
(p.28)

SYR 17 SYR 17
[“I like Mitsotakis, the old one”] [in 
vivo code] [“positive connotation for 
Constantine Mitsotakis”] (p.27)
[“I also like his daughter”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive connotation for Dora 
Bacogianni”] (p.27)
[“I cannot tolerate ‘Koulis’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative connotation for 
Kiriakos Mitsotakis, leader of New 
Democracy”] (p.27)

SYR 18
[“Negative…in any 
case negative”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
stance for New 
Democracy”] (p.24)
[“Sucks”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Kyriakos Mitsotakis”] 
(p.24)
[“right wing party 
members”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.24)

SYR 18
[“it is not ‘central 
right’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy”] 
(p.24)
 [“neo liberal”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy”] 
(p.24)
[“negative stance 
for New 

SYR 18
[“Sucks”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy 
economic policy”] 
(p.24)

SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18
[“positive stance 
for the separation 
between the state 
and the church”] 
[“negative element 
against New 
Democracy’s 
education policy”] 
(p.25)
[“positive stance 
towards the support 
of public schools”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy 

SYR 18
[“black holes”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy 
healthcare policy”] 
(p.25)
[“Novartis scandal”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy 
healthcare policy”] 
(p.25)

SYR 18 SYR 18
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[“New Democracy as 
a party that led the 
country in the 
economic crisis”] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.24)
[“huge scandals”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.24)
[“adopted to the 
interests of all these 
‘interwoven’ media 
lords”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.24)
[“either to ‘promote’ 
them or to save them”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.24)
[“huge corruption”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.25)

Democracy’s 
ideology”] (p.24)

education policy”] 
(p.25)
[“new educational 
personnel to be 
appointed”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy 
education policy”] 
(p.26)

IND 19
[“fairy tales”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy”] (p.14)
[“nothing concrete”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.14)
[“in the past more 
effective”] [in vivo 
code] [“moderate 
stance against New 
Democracy’s 
organizational 
structure”] (p.14)
[“not to be trusted due 
to corruption”] 
[“negative connotation 
for New Democracy”] 
(p.14)

IND 19
[“incomprehensible 
ideology”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy 
ideology”] (p.14)
 [“a confused 
thing”] [in vivo 
code] 
[“incongruence 
between New 
Democracy’s 
ideology and 
actins”] (p.14)

IND 19 IND 19 IND 19 IND 19
[“things were in 
better control”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
New Democracy’s 
education policy”] 
(p.14)

IND 19 IND 19 IND 19

SYR 20
[“New Democracy as 
a conservative party”] 

SYR 20
[“New Democracy 
as a party with a 

SYR 20
[“negative stance 
against New 

SYR 20
[“negative stance 
against New 

SYR 20 SYR 20
[“improvement in 
education should 

SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20
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[“negative connotation 
about New 
Democracy”] (p. 31)
[“New Democracy as 
neoliberal”] [“negative 
connotation about 
New Democracy”] (p. 
31)
[“extreme right 
elements in New 
Democracy”] 
[“negative connotation 
about New 
Democracy”] (p. 31)
[“service and family 
of Kyriakos 
Mitsotakis”] 
[“negative connotation 
about Mitsotakis 
family”] (p. 32)
[“One worries with 
this family”] 
[“negative connotation 
about Mitsotakis 
family”] (p. 32)
[“‘customer 
relationships’ between 
Mitsotakis family and 
followers”] (p. 32)
[“negative stance 
against Kyriakos 
Mitsotakis service in 
the Ministry of 
Labour”] (p. 32)
[“Mitsotakis as 
minister of 
redundancies”] (p. 32)
[“New Democracy as 
well organized 
political party”] (p. 
32)

centralized 
ideology”] (p. 34)
[“ministries will 
also function in a 
centralized way”] 
(p. 34)

Democracy’s 
economic policy”] 
(p. 32)
[“privatization on 
everything”] 
[“negative 
connotation for New 
Democracy’s 
economic policy”] 
(p. 32)
[“positive stance 
against DEI (the 
Greek State Power 
Provider) 
privatization”] (p. 
33)
[“part of DEI 
network should be 
privatized”] (p. 33)
[“DEI 
infrastructures 
should remain 
public”] (p. 33)
[“part of the debt 
must be covered 
from part of public 
property”] (p. 33)

Democracy policy of 
internal affairs”] (p. 
34)
[“I believe this is 
wrong”] [“negative 
stance against New 
Democracy policy of 
internal affairs”] (p. 
34)
[“some autonomy 
should be given to 
organizations”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation against 
New Democracy 
policy of internal 
affairs”] (p. 34)
[“New Democracy 
does not believe in 
autonomy”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation against 
New Democracy 
policy of internal 
affairs”] (p. 34)

start from the 
bottom”] (p. 34)
[“It is the many 
that count not the 
fifteen excellent 
ones”] [in vivo 
code] (p. 34)
[“they don’t care 
for the many 
because their 
ideology is not 
such”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
New Democracy’s 
education policy”] 
(p. 34)
[“positive stance 
against private 
universities”] (p. 
34)
[“coexistence of 
public and private 
universities”] (p. 
34)
[“public 
universities need 
money otherwise 
they cannot work”] 
(p. 34)
[“private 
universities must 
be state 
controlled”] (p. 34)

[“defence of the 
country as a 
priority”] (p. 33)
[“Erdogan worries 
me”] [in vivo code] 
(p. 33)
[“an old partisan 
and an old patriotic 
point of view”] 
[“negative 
connotation against 
New Democracy 
Defence policy”] 
(p. 35)
[“none of the 
existing would 
surrender the 
country to 
enemies”] (p. 35)
[“there are more of 
‘New Democracy’ 
followers in the 
army”] [in vivo 
code] (p. 35)
[“They are also 
patriots”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation about 
New Democracy”] 
(p. 35)

[“Samaras as an opportunistic leader”] 
[“negative connotation about Antonis 
Samaras”] (p. 32)
[“sell property of the Greek Orthodox 
Church to save DEI”] [“negative 
stance against the Greek Orthodox 
Church”] (p. 33)

Golden 
Dawn

SYR 01
[“sympathy for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.22) 
[“Golden Dawn as 
amateurs”] (p.22) 
[“disapproval of 
Golden Dawn’s 
violent behaviors”] 
(p.22) [“Golden 
Dawn is treated 
unfairly from the 
political system”] 
(p.22)

SYR 01
[“not total 
ideological 
agreement with 
Golden Dawn”] 
(p.23)

SYR 01
[“Golden Dawn 
economic policy 
would be better than 
anyone else’s”] 
(p.23)               
[“no ‘interlace’”] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] 
(p.23)                             
[“they are patriots”] 
[in vivo code] (p.23)

SYR 01 SYR 01
[“there we would 
have ‘issues’”] [in 
vivo code] [“a hint 
that Golden Dawn 
would apply 
radical policy 
against 
emigration”] (p.23)

SYR 01
[“I think that the 
children would be 
educated…they 
would learn ancient 
Greek…and all 
these they don’t 
learn now”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn 
about their 
education policy”] 
(p.23)

SYR 01 SYR 01 SYR 01
[“Golden Dawn as amateurs”] (p.23) 
[“Golden Dawn should be more mild 
and diplomatic”] (p.23)
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ND 02
[“Golden Dawn as a 
‘Trojan Horse’”] 
(p.28)   [“SYRIZA 
serves the ‘foreigners’ 
in a ‘left’ manner” and 
“Golden Dawn serves 
the ‘foreigners’ as 
well”] (p.28)                      
[“Golden Dawn has a 
good organizational 
structure”] (p.28)

ND 02
[“positive stance 
for Golden Dawn’s 
ideology”] (p.28)                                    
[“doubt about the 
integrity of Golden 
Dawn’s people”] 
(p.28)

ND 02
[“Golden Dawn has 
not a clarified 
economic policy”] 
(p.28)                                     
[“economic policy is 
a secondary issue for 
Golden Dawn”] 
(p.28)                                    
[“Golden Dawn is 
focused on national 
issues”] (p.28)

ND 02 ND 02 ND 02
[“they maintain 
Greek bases in 
their education 
policy”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation about 
Golden Dawn’s 
education policy”] 
(p.29) 

ND 02
[“I don’t know about 
healthcare”] [in vivo 
code] (p.29)

ND 02
[“The national 
defense would be 
in a better level”] 
[in vivo code] 
(p.29)

ND 02

SYR 03
[“negative opinion for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.17)
[“Golden Dawn as 
imposters”] (p.17)
[“even as patriots are 
fake”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for Golden Dawn”] 
(p.17)
[“dislike Golden 
Dawn’s organizational 
structure”] (p.17)

SYR 03
[“I don’t even 
know their position 
in these policies”] 
[in vivo code] 
(p.17)

SYR 03
[“I don’t even know 
their position in 
these policies”] [in 
vivo code] (p.17)             

SYR 03
[“I don’t even know 
their position in 
these policies”] [in 
vivo code] (p.17)

SYR 03
[“I don’t even 
know their position 
in these policies”] 
[in vivo code] 
(p.17)

SYR 03
[“I don’t even 
know their position 
in these policies”] 
[in vivo code] 
(p.17)

SYR 03
[“I don’t even know 
their position in 
these policies”] [in 
vivo code] (p.17)

SYR 03
[“I don’t even 
know their position 
in these policies”] 
[in vivo code] 
(p.17)

SYR 03

ND 04
[“GOLDEN DAWN 
mainly associated with 
emigration issues”] 
(p.17)                            
[“positive connotation 
for GOLDEN DAWN 
positions in general”] 
(p.17)                              
[“negative connotation 
for GOLDEN DAWN 
practices/behavior”] 
(p.17)

ND 04
[“negative position 
for GOLDEN 
DAWN ideology”] 
(p.17)

ND 04
[“I don’t know”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)

ND 04
[“I am rather 
negative with them”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
GOLDEN DAWN”] 
(p.16)                            
[“negative 
connotation for 
GOLDEN DAWN 
in relation to 
ministry of interior 
policies”] (p.16)

ND 04 ND 04
[“positive stance 
for GOLDEN 
DAWN education 
policy”] (p.17)

ND 04 ND 04 ND 04

KKE 05
[“racial prototypes”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for Golden Dawn”] 
(p.17)                
[“Golden Dawn as a 
dangerous 
organization”] (p.17)     
[“Golden Dawn as a 
party of racism”] 
(p.17)     [“Golden 
Dawn as a party of 
violence”] (p.17)

KKE 05
[“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn’s 
ideology”] (p.20)

KKE 05
[“they are in sane”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] 
(p.18)

KKE 05
[“they are in sane”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] 
(p.18)

KKE 05
[“they are in sane”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] 
(p.18)

KKE 05
[“they are in sane”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] 
(p.18)

KKE 05
[“they are in sane”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] 
(p.18)

KKE 05
[“they are in sane”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] 
(p.18)

KKE 05

GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06
[“political status as unreliable”] (p.23)
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[“sufficient policies”] 
[“positive connotation 
for Golden Dawn”] 
(p.23)                        
[“patriotic political 
party”] [“positive 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.23)                       
[“well organized”] [in 
vivo code] [positive 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn’s 
organizational 
structure”] (p.23)

[“sufficient 
political ideology”] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn’s 
ideology”] (p.21)

SYR 07
[“fascist for the 
fascists”] [in vivo 
code] [“hatred for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.25) 
[“simulation of 
Golden Dawn with 
Hitler and Mussolini”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for Golden Dawn”] 
(p.25)

SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07

KIN 08
[“Golden Dawn is 
strictly rejected”] 
(p.23)   [“Golden 
Dawn as part of the 
society”] (p.23)      
[“Golden Dawn 10% 
as peoples’ 
‘reaction’”] (p.24)                      
[“Golden Dawn’s 
voters are not 
mature”] (p.24)                     
[“Golden Dawn’s 
organizational 
structure as a military 
Nazi one”] (p.24)

KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08

SYR 09
[“No comment”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.18)
[“an army”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn’s 
organizational 
structure”] (p.18)
[“Golden Dawn as an 
organization of 
violence”] (p.18)

SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09
[“wrong 
immigration 
policy”] [“negative 
connotation for 
political status”] 
(p.18)

SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09
[“Greece as a gate of immigrants 
towards Europe”] (p.18)
[“translation of ‘Dublin 2’”] 
[“negative connotation for political 
status”] (p.18)
[“SYRIZA as the right government for 
emigration issues”] [“positive 
connotation for SYRIZA”] (p.18)
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KKE 10
[“Golden Dawn as a 
nazist party”] (p.39) 
[“people from the 
army within Golden 
Dawn are not Nazis”] 
(p.39)     [“Golden 
Dawn as a closed 
organization”] (p.40)

KKE 10 KKE 10
[“They want work 
for all Greeks, on 
one hand, but they 
don’t tell us what the 
salary of the Greeks 
will be”] [in vivo 
code] [“ambiguous 
stance towards 
Golden Dawn’s 
economic policy”] 
(p.40)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards Golden 
Dawn’s policies”] 
(p.40)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards Golden 
Dawn’s policies”] 
(p.40)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards Golden 
Dawn’s education 
policy”] (p.40)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards Golden 
Dawn’s policies”] 
(p.40)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards Golden 
Dawn’s policies”] 
(p.40)

KKE 10

GD 11
[“use of violence”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.22)    
[“limitation of 
‘limitless freedom’ as 
limitation of anarchy”] 
[“positive connotation 
for Golden Dawn”] 
(p.22)      
[“positive stance for 
Golden Dawn’s free 
meals”] [“positive 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.22) 
[“misunderstanding 
and violence from 
both sides”] [in vivo 
code] [“I judge it 
positively”] [“positive 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.22)                                
[“positive stance for 
Golden Dawn’s 
organizational 
structure”] (p.23)

GD 11
[“positive stance 
for Golden Dawn’s 
ideology”] (p.23)

GD 11
[“positive stance for 
Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.23)

GD 11
[“positive stance for 
Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.23)

GD 11
[“positive stance 
for Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.23)

GD 11
[“positive stance 
for Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.23)

GD 11
[“positive stance for 
Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.23)

GD 11
[“positive stance 
for Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.23)

GD 11

GD 12
[“in confusion”] [in 
vivo code] [“moderate 
stance against Golden 
Dawn”] (p.24)
[“Golden Dawn covers 
his wants right now”] 
(p.24)

GD 12
[“clarified 
ideological 
position”] 
[“positive hint for 
Golden Dawn’s 
ideology”] (p.24)
[“Golden Dawn’s 
ideology is 
nationalistic…and 
not Neo Nazi”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“positive hint for 
Golden Dawn’s 
ideology”] (p.25)

GD 12
[“also in confusion”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative hint for 
Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“also in confusion”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative hint for 
Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“also in 
confusion”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative hint for 
Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“also in 
confusion”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative hint for 
Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“also in confusion”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative hint for 
Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12
[“also in 
confusion”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative hint for 
Golden Dawn’s 
policies”] (p.24)

GD 12

PAN 13
[“Golden Dawn as 
fascists”] (p.17)

PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13
[“and because 
immigrants are 

PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13
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[“wrong policies lead 
to extreme choices 
such as Golden 
Dawn”] (p.17)
[“Golden Dawn as a 
reaction against the 
political system”] 
(p.17)
[“Golden Dawn uses 
inhuman language”] 
(p.17)
[“Golden Dawn’s 
organizational 
structure as an army”] 
(p.17)
[“Golden Dawn’s 
organizational 
structure as an 
effective one”] (p.18)

[“negative stance 
for Golden Dawn’s 
ideology”] (p.17)

human, and may be 
Europe needs them 
and they let them 
come”] [in vivo 
code] [“ratification 
of emigration 
through ‘Europe’”] 
(p.17)

GD 14
[“Golden Dawn is not 
the one it used to be 
ten years ago”] (p.26)
[“Golden Dawn is not 
a Nazi party”] (p.26)
[“Golden Dawn is 
nationalistic party 
although it has some 
Nazi supporters”] 
(p.26)
[“Golden Dawn is 
patriotic party”] (p.26)
[“Golden Dawn as a 
party with no 
experience”] (p.26)
[“Greeks need ‘help’ 
in order to provide 
support to the 
government”] (p.27)
[“Golden Dawn’s 
political attitude is in 
the right direction 
however it requires to 
be externalized 
differently”] (p.27) 
[“Golden Dawn is in 
conflict with media 
lords”] (p.28)
[“‘the parties of the 
democratic arch’ as 
parties of the ‘political 
status’”] (p.28)

GD 14
[“Golden Dawn 
consistent with 
their ideology”] 
(p.27)
[“to think as 
Greeks…like one 
nation”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] 
(p.27)

GD 14
[“Golden Dawn 
would be able to 
implement their 
policies”] (p.27)
[“Greeks should 
have healthcare 
cover”] (p.27)

GD 14
[“Golden Dawn 
would be able to 
implement their 
policies”] (p.27)

GD 14
[“Golden Dawn 
would be able to 
implement their 
policies”] (p.27)
[“Greeks must 
have ‘priority’ 
against 
‘foreigners’”] 
(p.27)

GD 14
[“Golden Dawn 
would be able to 
implement their 
policies”] (p.27)

GD 14
[“Golden Dawn 
would be able to 
implement their 
policies”] (p.27)

GD 14
[“Golden Dawn 
would be able to 
implement their 
policies”] (p.27)

GD 14

ND 15
[“the Golden Dawn 
has not the potentiality 
to be a government”] 

ND 15 ND 15
[“Golden Dawn 
have no program 

ND 15
[“Golden Dawn 
have no program 

ND 15
[“it is not a choice 
to drive out 
everyone”] (p.19)

ND 15
[“Golden Dawn 
has no program 

ND 15
[“Golden Dawn has 
no program and they 

ND 15
[“Golden Dawn 
has no program 

ND 15
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(p.18)                       
[“sterile opposition”] 
[in vivo code] (p.18)       
[“extreme space”] [in 
vivo code] (p.18)                 
[“low level of 
people”]               
[“a party without a 
future”] [in vivo code] 
(p.18)                        
[“Golden Dawn as a 
phenomenon of the 
era”] (p.18)                    
[“Golden Dawn as a 
punitive choice”] 
(p.18)

and hence economic 
policy”] (p.18)

and they will never 
be in power”] (p.18)

and they cannot 
govern”] (p.19)

cannot govern”] 
(p.19)

and they cannot 
govern”] (p.19)

IND 16
[“I can’t do this 
because I don’t watch 
anything at all. I don’t 
listen to the news. I 
don’t know what is 
going on. I know you 
are a little shocked 
now...”] [in vivo code] 
(p.16)
[“And I am very proud 
of it, that is to say, I 
do this consciously 
(on purpose)”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“it’s ‘noise’”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“all this kind of 
discussion. This is 
why I am doing well 
with my business; 
because I have 
distanced myself...”] 
[in vivo code] (p.16)

IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16

SYR 17
[“Golden Dawn as 
professional 
criminals”] (p.28)
 [“Golden Dawn’ 
supports only negative 
sentiments”] (p.28)
[“Golden Dawn’ 
doesn’t know about 
politics”] (p.28)
[“Golden Dawn is a 
criminal 
organization”] (p.29)

SYR 17
[“negative stance 
for Golden Dawn’ 
ideology”] (p.28)

SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17

SYR 18
[“rather negative 
impression”] [in vivo 

SYR 18
[“rather negative”] 
[in vivo code] 

SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18
[“they are completely illiterate”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative connotation for 
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code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.26)
[“due to the 
coincidence and the 
‘punitive voting’ 
became MPs”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Kasidiaris and Lagos 
Golden Dawn MPs”] 
(p.26)
[“say what the people 
like to hear”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.26)
[“the possibility for 
Golden Dawn to be in 
power is negligible”] 
(p.27)

[“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn 
ideology”] (p.26)
[“they don’t have 
the knowledge”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn 
ideology”] (p.26)
[“a ‘mob’ of 
illiterate people”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn 
ideology”] (p.26)

Kasidiaris and Lagos Golden Dawn 
MPs”] (p.26)
[“reduction of the MPs’ 
compensation”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation for political 
status”] (p.26)
[“to pay taxes”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation for political 
status”] (p.26)
[“MPs taxed for half of their 
compensation”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation for political 
status”] (p.26)

IND 19
[“barbarians”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.15)
[“They are not 
humans”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.15)
 [“negative stance 
against Golden 
Dawn’s organizational 
structure”] (p.15)
[“Golden Dawn’s 
organizational 
structure as an 
effective one”] (p.15)
[“Golden Dawn’s 
organizational 
structure has bad 
impact on peoples’ 
perceptions”] (p.15)
[“no interesting 
program”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Golden Dawn”] (p.15)

IND 19
[“negative stance 
against Golden 
Dawn’s ideology”] 
(p.15)

IND 19 IND 19 IND 19 IND 19 IND 19 IND 19 IND 19

SYR 20
[“‘Hrysi Avgi/Golden 
Dawn’ as a ‘thing’”] 
(p. 35)
[“‘Hrysi Avgi/Golden 
Dawn’ as a party of 

SYR 20
[“‘Hrysi 
Avgi/Golden 
Dawn’ ideology as 
barbarian”] (p. 35)

SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20
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fanatics and 
consequently of 
‘anencephals’”] (p. 
35)
[“‘Hrysi Avgi/Golden 
Dawn’ as completely 
uncultured”] (p. 35)
[“‘Hrysi Avgi/Golden 
Dawn’ as coarse”] (p. 
35)
[“‘Hrysi Avgi/Golden 
Dawn’ as barbarians”] 
(p. 35)
[“I am afraid of 
them”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for ‘Hrysi 
Avgi/Golden Dawn’”] 
(p. 35)
[“they are totally 
abominable to me”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for ‘Hrysi 
Avgi/Golden Dawn’”] 
(p. 35)
SYR 01
[“it is only 
interference”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.23)                      
[“arrogant policy”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.23)

SYR 01
[“It bothers me”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for the 
communist 
ideology”] (p.23)

SYR 01
[“kindergarten”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for KKE 
‘other policies’”] 
(p.23)
[“KKE as a party of 
fake behavior”] 
(p.23)

SYR 01
[“kindergarten”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for KKE 
‘other policies’”] 
(p.23)
[“KKE as a party of 
fake behavior”] 
(p.23)

SYR 01
[“kindergarten”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
KKE ‘other 
policies’”] (p.23)
[“KKE as a party 
of fake behavior”] 
(p.23)

SYR 01
[“kindergarten”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
KKE ‘other 
policies’”] (p.23)
[“KKE as a party 
of fake behavior”] 
(p.23)

SYR 01
[“kindergarten”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
KKE ‘other 
policies’”] (p.23)
[“KKE as a party of 
fake behavior”] 
(p.23)

SYR 01
[“kindergarten”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
KKE ‘other 
policies’”] (p.23)
[“KKE as a party 
of fake behavior”] 
(p.23)

SYR 01KKE

ND 02
[“bad stance against 
communism”]  (p.29)                    
[“and we have these 
guys here…these are 
jokes”] [in vivo code] 
[“ironic hint for the 
Greek communists”] 
(p.29)

ND 02
[“the communist 
ideology is 
obsolete”] (p.29)                             
[“negative hint for 
the ‘doctrine of 
Marxism’”] (p.30)                                                 
[“grouping of 
people”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Marxism”] (p.30)                            
[“globalization 
would be achieved 
only by ‘grouping 
of people’”] (p.30)      
[“people never 
wanted 

ND 02
[“there is no 
meaning”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE 
other policies”] 
(p.30)

ND 02
[“there is no 
meaning”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE 
other policies”] 
(p.30)

ND 02
[“there is no 
meaning”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
KKE other 
policies”] (p.30)

ND 02
[“there is no 
meaning”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
KKE other 
policies”] (p.30)

ND 02
[“there is no 
meaning”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
KKE other 
policies”] (p.30)

ND 02
[“there is no 
meaning”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
KKE other 
policies”] (p.30)

ND 02
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globalization”] 
(p.30) 
[“communism as 
an ideology has 
been rejected”] 
(p.30)        

SYR 03
[“the Communist 
Party as a fake 
revolutionary party”] 
(p.19)                      
[“they don’t want to 
govern”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
Communist Party”] 
(p.19)                                        
[“the Communist 
Party has no reason of 
existence”] (p.19)   
[“the Communist 
Party as a 
disappointment”] 
(p.19)                                  
[ “they want to control 
things”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for Communist Party”] 
(p.20)

SYR 03 SYR 03
[“the Communist 
Party’s economic 
programme as not 
applicable”] (p.20)

SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03

ND 04
[The Communist Party 
of Greece ‘was better 
organized’ in the past] 
(p.19)                                       
[The Communist Party 
of Greece as a party 
with less capabilities 
and political capacity] 
(p.19)   

ND 04 ND 04
[“in general KKE 
represents a ‘mess’ 
in my mind…I think 
they could do 
nothing”] [in vivo 
code] (p.20)

ND 04
[“in general KKE 
represents a ‘mess’ 
in my mind…I think 
they could do 
nothing”] [in vivo 
code] (p.20)

ND 04
[“in general KKE 
represents a ‘mess’ 
in my mind…I 
think they could do 
nothing”] [in vivo 
code] (p.20)

ND 04
[“in general KKE 
represents a ‘mess’ 
in my mind…I 
think they could do 
nothing”] [in vivo 
code] (p.20)   
[“doubt for 
Communist Party 
of Greece 
intentions in 
education or 
healthcare 
policies”] (p.20)

ND 04
[“in general KKE 
represents a ‘mess’ 
in my mind…I think 
they could do 
nothing”] [in vivo 
code] (p.20)  
[“doubt for 
Communist Party of 
Greece intentions in 
education or 
healthcare policies”] 
(p.20)

ND 04
[“in general KKE 
represents a ‘mess’ 
in my mind…I 
think they could do 
nothing”] [in vivo 
code] (p.20)

ND 04

KKE 05
[“biggest Communist 
Parties in Europe”] [in 
vivo code] [“positive 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.19)                                 
[“patriotic past”] [in 
vivo code] [“positive 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.19)                             
[“contending present”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation 
for KKE”] (p.19)                                                

KKE 05
[“positive 
connotation for the 
KKE’s ideology”] 
(p.20)

KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05
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[“KKE as a party of 
discipline”] (p.19)     
[“KKE organizational 
stuff as 
knowledgeable, 
experienced, and 
trained”] (p.21)                                                  
GD 06
[“KKE as a dogmatic 
and ‘stuck’”] (p.14-
15)        
[“militaristic 
organizational 
structure”] [“negative 
connotation for KKE’s 
organizational 
structure”] (p.15)      
[“communists obey 
their leaders as 
soldiers”] [“negative 
connotation for KKE 
in general”] (p.15)

GD 06
[“KKE has 
misconceived 
political ideology”] 
(p.15)          
[“communist 
ideology has no 
reason to exist”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
KKE ideology”] 
(p.15)       

GD 06
[“KKE has a rather 
strong treasury”] 
(p.15)                           
[“KKE never make 
any tax declaration”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for KKE 
integrity”] (p.15)

GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06

SYR 07
“KKE as a forgotten 
party”] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.26)                            

SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07

KIN 08
[“KKE has army 
characteristics”] (p.26)          
[“respect for KKE 
stability”] (p.27)     
[“KKE as a permanent 
opposition”] (p.27) 
[“oligarchic regime”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for KKE”] (p.27)       

KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08
[“healthcare and 
education policy as 
not applicable”] 
(p.27)

KIN 08
[“healthcare and 
education policy as 
not applicable”] 
(p.27)

KIN 08 KIN 08

SYR 09
[“authoritarian party”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for KKE”] (p.21)
[“efficient”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.21)
[“It is entirely 
outdated”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.21)
[“The Communist 
Party possesses an 
‘army’”] [in vivo 
code] [“ironic hint for 
KKE”] (p.21)

SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09
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[“The Communist 
Party puts oppressive 
propaganda to 
persuade its people”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for KKE”] (p.21)

KKE 10
[“he will leave KKE if 
they cooperate with 
the current political 
system”] (p.42)    
[“against any 
cooperation with 
political status”] 
(p.42) [“‘catharsis’ 
was not realized”] 
(p.42)

KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10

GD 11
[“I don’t even want to 
talk about them”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
hint for KKE”] (p.24)          
[“I don’t agree with 
the Communists at 
all”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative stance 
against KKE in 
general”] (p.24)   
[“positive stance 
against KKE for 
political consistency”] 
(p.24)                    
[“anachronistic party”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for KKE”] (p.24)   
[“good organizational 
structure”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive stance 
for KKE 
organizational 
structure”] (p.24)

GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11

GD 12
[“KKE as utopic 
political position”] 
(p.26)
[“distant from KKE’s 
political positions”] 
(p.26)
[“KKE’s political 
positions as not 
implementable”] 
(p.26)
[“Awesome 
organizational 

GD 12
[“KKE’s ideology 
as not realistic”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
KKE’s ideology”] 
(p.26)
[“Communism 
practically is 
dead”] [“negative 
connotation for 
communist 
ideology”] (p.26)

GD 12
[“KKE’s economic 
policy could be 
implemented”] 
(p.26)

GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12
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structure”] [“positive 
connotation for KKE 
organizational 
structure”] (p.26)
PAN 13
[“KKE as stable 
political party”] 
[“negative hint for 
KKE”] (p.19)
[“KKE as 
anachronistic political 
party”] (p.19)
[“Awesome”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for KKE 
organizational 
structure”] (p.19)

PAN 13 PAN 13
[“negative stance for 
KKE economic 
policy”] (p.19)

PAN 13
[“positive stance for 
KKE policies”] 
(p.19)

PAN 13
[“positive stance 
for KKE policies”] 
(p.19)

PAN 13
[“positive stance 
for KKE policies”] 
(p.19)

PAN 13
[“positive stance for 
KKE policies”] 
(p.19)

PAN 13
[“positive stance 
for KKE policies”] 
(p.19)

PAN 13

GD 14
[“KKE as a party with 
stable political views”] 
(p.28)
[“KKE as a party with 
no innovation”] (p.28)
[“KKE as a not 
contemporary party”] 
(p.28)
[“KKE advocates a 
Stalinist regime of a 
totally different social 
time instance”] (p.29)
[“some resources must 
belong to the state”] 
[in vivo code] (p.29)
[“the history will 
judge in a punitive 
way those who will 
sell public property”] 
[in vivo code] (p.29)

GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14

ND 15
[“permanent 
opposition”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.23)                         
[“KKE values as not 
applicable ”] (p.23)        
[“semi-extreme 
space”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for KKE”] (p.23)     
[“‘old-timers’ as an 
obstacle for the 
development of 
KKE”] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.23)         
[“KKE’s policies as 

ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15
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the same as PASOK”] 
[“negative connotation 
for KKE”] (p.23)
IND 16
[“I can’t do this 
because I don’t watch 
anything at all. I don’t 
listen to the news. I 
don’t know what is 
going on. I know you 
are a little shocked 
now...”] [in vivo code] 
(p.16)
[“And I am very proud 
of it, that is to say, I 
do this consciously 
(on purpose)”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“it’s ‘noise’”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“all this kind of 
discussion. This is 
why I am doing well 
with my business; 
because I have 
distanced myself...”] 
[in vivo code] (p.16)

IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16

SYR 17
[“they say NO in 
everything”] 
[“negative connotation 
for KKE”] (p.31)
[“only talking and 
practically they do 
nothing”] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.31)
[“try to take advantage 
of our strikes”] 
[“negative connotation 
for KKE”] (p.31)

SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17

SYR 18
[“rather negative 
perception”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.29)
[“they are 
monolithical”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.29)
[“KKE members as 
illiterate”] (p.29)

SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18
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[“KKE has made a 
significant 
contribution to the 
unions’ movement”] 
(p.29)
[“Greece to be out of 
the European Union”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for KKE”] (p.29)
[“euro skeptic”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
stance against EU”] 
(p.29)
[“unilateralism and 
fanatics”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.29)
IND 19
[“obsolete”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p.16)
[“negative image”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE 
image”] (p.17)
[“positive stance for 
social benefits, 
salaries should stop 
decreasing, and people 
should stop being in 
misery”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for KKE 
policies”] (p.17)
[“little soldiers”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE 
members”] (p.17)

IND 19
[“identifiable 
ideology”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for 
KKE”] (p.16)

IND 19
[“some policies of 
KKE could be 
applied”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for KKE 
policies”] (p.16)

IND 19
[“some policies of 
KKE could be 
applied”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for KKE 
policies”] (p.16)

IND 19
[“some policies of 
KKE could be 
applied”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for 
KKE policies”] 
(p.16)

IND 19
[“some policies of 
KKE could be 
applied”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for 
KKE policies”] 
(p.16)

IND 19
[“some policies of 
KKE could be 
applied”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for 
KKE policies”] 
(p.16)

IND 19
[“some policies of 
KKE could be 
applied”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for 
KKE policies”] 
(p.16)

IND 19

SYR 20
[“KKE is a 
conservative party”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for KKE”] (p. 38)
[“It is as if it is stuck 
on its feet”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE”] 
(p. 38)
[“KKE as an 
anachronistic party”] 
(p. 38)

SYR 20
 [“ideologically 
totally distant from 
KKE”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
KKE ideology”] 
(p. 38)
[“‘Existing 
socialism’ does not 
exist”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 

SYR 20
[“negative stance for 
KKE economic 
policy”] (p. 39)
[“I feel as if we are 
dealing with the red 
‘Hmer’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
KKE”] (p. 39)

SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20
[“negative 
connotation for 
KKE education 
policy”] (p. 38)

SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20
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[“KKE as impossible 
in relation to 
unionism”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE 
unionism”] (p. 38)
[“they act as if they 
wanted to break the 
Trade Unions”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for KKE 
unionism”] (p. 38)
[“They are 
impossible”] [in vivo 
code] (p. 38)

KKE ideology”] 
(p. 38)
[“deeply 
conservative”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
KKE ideology”] 
(p. 38)

SYR 01
[“PASOK as the worst 
political party”] (p.23) 
[“PASOK held 
responsible for 
‘memorandums’”] 
(p.23)                
[“abuses”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.23)            
[“corruption”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.23)

SYR 01 SYR 01 SYR 01 SYR 01
[“anyway they 
would not do too 
much”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
emigration policy”] 
(p.24)

SYR 01
[“they abolish the 
tonic system”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
education policy”] 
(p.24)               
[“they abolish 
praying from 
schools”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
education policy”] 
(p.24)                     
[“they abolish the 
rise of the national 
flag from schools”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
education policy”] 
(p.24)

SYR 01
[“the entire 
‘interlace’”] [in vivo 
code] [“PASOK as a 
party of ‘interlace’”] 
(p.24)             
[“they made the 
supplies from their 
‘own’ 
pharmaceutical 
companies”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s healthcare 
policy”] (p.24)

SYR 01
[“they tried to 
‘make money’ 
instead of 
attributing”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s defense 
policy”] (p.24)

SYR 01
[“George Papandreou as a ‘smart 
ass’”] [education] (p.24)                            
[“Loverdos as a corrupted politician”] 
[Healthcare](p.24)

PASOK

ND 02
[“PASOK has been 
broken down in 
pieces”] (p.30)                    
[“PASOK has 
ideologically covered 
from SYRIZA”] 
(p.30)    
[“‘harassment’ of the 
national identity”] 
[“negative connotation 
for Andreas 
Papandreou”] (p.30) 
[“dismantling of social 
classes”] [“negative 
connotation for 

ND 02
[“a lot of things in 
Greece were 
missing in 
comparison with 
European 
countries”] (p.30) 
[“PASOK era was 
an era of missing 
opportunities”] 
(p.30)

ND 02
[“funds did not 
reach the real 
economy during the 
PASOK era”] (p.30)

ND 02 ND 02 ND 02
[“education policy 
was moderate 
during the PASOK 
era”] (p.31)

ND 02
[“Healthcare was in 
a satisfactory level 
during the PASOK 
era”] (p.31)

ND 02
[“Greek armed 
forces are not 
influenced 
completely from 
the political factor 
yet due to NATO 
and the 
Americans”] (p.31) 
[“diminishing 
number of 
soldiers”] (p.31)  
[“other NATO 
countries gain 
superiority”] (p.31) 
[“Tukey as a major 
enemy”] (p.31)                   

ND 02
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Andreas Papandreou”] 
(p.30)     

[“Italy as a hidden 
enemy”] (p.31)

SYR 03
[“New Democracy in 
the same basket with 
PASOK”] [“negative 
hint for New 
Democracy”] (p.15) 
[“New Democracy and 
PASOK are extremely 
corrupted”]   
[“Gennimata and 
Mitsotakis are two 
leaders with no 
charisma”]                            
[“New Democracy and 
PASOK are nepotistic 
and corrupted”] (p.16)

SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03

ND 04
[“PASOK as even 
worse than New 
Democracy and 
SYRIZA”] (p.16)

ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04

KKE 05
[“PASOK as a party of 
destruction”] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.18)     
[“PASOK as a party of 
corruption”] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.18)   
[“lack of 
meritocracy”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.18)      
[“PASOK as a party of 
impunity”] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.18) 

KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05

GD 06
[“entire lack of 
honesty”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.18)        
[“there was never an 
honest leader in 
PASOK”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.18) 
[“they destroyed the 
country”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.19)       

GD 06
[“PASOK’s 
ideology as 
‘socialistic mask’ 
”] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.19)   
[“PASOK as 
inconsistent with 
ideology”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.19)

GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06
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[“George Papandreou 
brought IMF in the 
country”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.19)    
[“fraud data”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.19) 
[“‘memorandums’ as 
not necessary”] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.19)
SYR 07
[“PASOK consists 
part of the political 
system”] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.25)    
[“PASOK has huge 
responsibilities for 
what has happened”] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.26)

SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07

KIN 08
[“Decomposition”] [in 
vivo code] [“ironic 
hint for PASOK”] 
(p.25) [“niggling, and 
ungrateful (the 
PASOK supporters)”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.25)                             
[“organizational 
structure of PASOK 
as ‘classic’”] (p.25)      
[“organizational 
structure of PASOK 
as ineffective”] (p.25)

KIN 08
[“approval of 
PASOK ideology 
as it is in the 
constitution and 
not in practice”] 
(p.25)

KIN 08
[“moderate stance 
against PASOK 
policies”] (p.25)

KIN 08
[“moderate stance 
against PASOK 
policies”] (p.25)

KIN 08
[“moderate stance 
against PASOK 
policies”] (p.25)

KIN 08
[“moderate stance 
against PASOK 
policies”] (p.25)

KIN 08
[“moderate stance 
against PASOK 
policies”] (p.25)

KIN 08
[“moderate stance 
against PASOK 
policies”] (p.25)

KIN 08
[“conspicuous support towards 
George Papandreou”] (p.25)

SYR 09
[“PASOK as a 
‘demolished’ party”] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.19)
[“PASOK as a party of 
destruction and 
immorality”] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.20)
[“PASOK as a party of 
selective treatment of 
people”] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.20)
[“Greek media as 
corrupted instruments 

SYR 09 SYR 09
[“economic cliques 
as what PASOK was 
characterized after 
1981”] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.20)

SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09
[“moderate stance 
for education 
policy of PASOK”] 
(p.21)

SYR 09
[“moderate stance 
for the health care 
policy of PASOK”] 
(p.21)

SYR 09 SYR 09
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of PASOK”] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.20)
[“PASOK as a 
political party that 
attracted dishonest 
people”] (p.21)
KKE 10
[“PASOK as Social-
democratic party”] 
(p.40)                  
[“negative stance 
towards PASOK as a 
party”] (p.40)       
[“PASOK as a 
decisive factor for the 
economic destruction 
of the country”] (p.41)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards PASOK’s 
ideology”] (p.41)             
[“They are social-
democrats”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative stance 
towards PASOK’s 
ideology”] (p.41)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards PASOK 
policies”] (p.41)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards PASOK 
policies”] (p.41)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards PASOK’s 
emigration policy”] 
(p.41)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards PASOK 
policies”] (p.41)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards PASOK 
policies”] (p.41)

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards PASOK 
policies”] (p.41)

KKE 10

GD 11
[“PASOK is 
responsible for the 
abjection of this 
country”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.23)       
[“PASOK as 
responsible for the 
economic and the 
moral abjection”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.23)

GD 11
[“moderate stance 
for PASOK’s 
ideology”] (p.24)                
[“incongruence 
between PASOK’s 
ideology and 
PASOK’s 
members’ 
attitude”] (p.24)

 

GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11
[“The leader was corrupted”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative connotation for 
Andreas Papandreou”] (p.23)

GD 12
[“The absolute 
‘rotting’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK as a political 
party”] (p.25)
[“deliberately 
ineffective”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s policies”] 
(p.25)
[“they don’t have 
supporters”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s electoral 
base”] (p.26)

GD 12
[“Neo Liberalism”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
ideology”] (p.25)

GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12

PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13
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[“people did not 
forgive PASOK”] 
(p.18)
[“PASOK is held 
responsible for all 
unpleasant 
developments”] (p.18)
[“PASOK receives 
unfair treatment from 
people”] (p.18)
[“PASOK’s work has 
been forgotten”] 
(p.18)
[“PASOK offered the 
country a lot of 
things”] [in vivo code] 
(p.18)
[“PASOK was a 
corrupted party”] 
(p.18)
[“PASOK members of 
public mechanism 
were corrupted”] 
(p.18)

[“PASOK ideology 
as sufficient and 
progressive”] 
(p.19)
[“PASOK started 
as a socialist party 
and ended as a 
social democratic”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.19)

[“freedom of 
citizens and 
healthcare as major 
attributes of 
PASOK”] (p.18)

[“immigration was 
not a significant 
issue during the 
PASOK period”] 
(p.19)

[“freedom of 
citizens and 
healthcare as major 
attributes of 
PASOK”] (p.18)

GD 14
[“PASOK is non-
existent”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.30)
[“PASOK now has not 
the right political 
leader ”] (p.30)
[“PASOK as 
responsible for the 
country’s disaster”] 
(p.30)
[“PASOK has the 
‘backup’ of 
unionists”] (p.30)
 [“PASOK has the 
know-how”] 
[“positive connotation 
for PASOK’s 
organizational 
structure”] (p.30)

GD 14
[“PASOK’s 
ideology is good 
but it did not 
become 
applicable”] (p.30)

GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14

ND 15
[“reviving of an old 
party”] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.22)     
[“PASOK has not a 
structured program”] 
[“negative connotation 

ND 15 ND 15
[“in economic policy 
there are no 
choices”] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.22) 
[“PASOK doesn’t 
have a concrete 

ND 15
[“they don’t have 
policy”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s interior 
policy”] (p.22)

ND 15 ND 15
[“Sucks”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
education policy”] 
(p.23)

ND 15
[“negative stance for 
PASOK’s healthcare 
policy”] (p.23)

ND 15
[“negative stance 
for PASOK’s 
national defense 
policy”] (p.22)

ND 15
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for PASOK”] (p.22)        
[“PASOK as a mesh 
of the central left 
space”] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.22)  
[“PASOK doesn’t 
have any future”] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.22)    
[“PASOK as 
responsible for the 
situation the country 
has been”]                    
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p.22)

program”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.22)   
[“some people try to 
be attached with 
power in order to 
avoid obscurity”] [in 
vivo code]  
[“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
members”] (p.22)

IND 16
[“I can’t do this 
because I don’t watch 
anything at all. I don’t 
listen to the news. I 
don’t know what is 
going on. I know you 
are a little shocked 
now...”] [in vivo code] 
(p.16)
[“And I am very proud 
of it, that is to say, I 
do this consciously 
(on purpose)”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“it’s ‘noise’”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“all this kind of 
discussion. This is 
why I am doing well 
with my business; 
because I have 
distanced myself...”] 
[in vivo code] (p.16)

IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16

SYR 17
[“PASOK does not 
exist anymore it is 
over”] [“negative 
stance against 
PASOK”] (p.29)
[“PASOK responsible 
for an enormous 
number of things”] 
[“negative stance 
against PASOK”] 
(p.29)
[“PASOK practically 
did nothing”] 
[“negative stance 

SYR 17 SYR 17
[“teachers money 
were taken back 
through 
taxation”][negative 
stance for PASOK’ 
taxation policy”] 
(p.30)

SYR 17
[“negative stance for 
PASOK policy of 
interior”] (p.30)

SYR 17 SYR 17
[“PASOK had 
good education 
policy due to good 
payment of 
teachers”] (p.30)

SYR 17
[“PASOK’ 
healthcare policy 
was good due to 
Georgos 
Genimatas”] (p.30)

SYR 17
[“negative stance 
for PASOK’ 
defense policy”] 
(p.30)

SYR 17
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against PASOK”] 
(p.30)
[“PASOK as a 
memorandum party”] 
(p.30)
SYR 18
[“the image of a 
complete failure”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.27)
[“equally responsible 
with New 
Democracy”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.27)
[“they cooperated with 
New Democracy and 
the ‘lenders’”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.27)
[“it cannot play any 
role right now”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.27)

SYR 18
[“positive stance 
for PASOK 
ideology”] (p.27)

SYR 18
[“negative stance for 
PASOK economic 
policy”] (p.27)

SYR 18
[“moderate stance 
for PASOK policy 
of interior”] (p.27)

SYR 18 SYR 18
[“moderate stance 
for PASOK policy 
of education”] 
(p.27)

SYR 18
[“negative stance for 
PASOK healthcare 
policy”] (p.28)

SYR 18 SYR 18
[“PASOK renewal cannot be made 
with Loverdos and Venizelos”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative connotation for 
PASOK”] (p.27)

IND 19
[“Corrupted in 
everything”] 
[negative 
connotation for 
PASOK] (p.16)

IND 19 IND 19
[“Negative”] 
[negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
policies] (p.16)

IND 19
[“Negative”] 
[negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
policies] (p.16)

IND 19
[“Negative”] 
[negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
policies] (p.16)

IND 19
[“Negative”] 
[negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
policies] (p.16)

IND 19
[“Negative”] 
[negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
policies] (p.16)

IND 19
[“Negative”] 
[negative 
connotation for 
PASOK’s 
policies] (p.16)

IND 19

SYR 20
[“PASOK is a sad 
story”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p. 37)
[“1981 as a good 
period for PASOK”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation 
for PASOK”] (p. 37)
[“after 1981 period its 
decay started”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p. 37)
[“recognition of the 
‘National 
Resistance’”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 

SYR 20 SYR 20
[“PASOK is only 
oppositional”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK economic 
policy”] (p. 38)
[“PASOK wants to 
extinguish their 
debts”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK economic 
policy”] (p. 38)

SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20
[“negative stance 
against PASOK 
policy of 
education”] (p. 38)

SYR 20
[“the ‘National 
Health System’”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“positive 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p. 37)

SYR 20 SYR 20
[“Melina Merkouri’s attitude”] [in 
vivo code] [“positive connotation for 
PASOK”] (p. 37)
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connotation for 
PASOK”] (p. 37)
[“the Automated 
Adjustment of price 
index”] [in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation 
for PASOK”] (p. 37)
[“the first attempt to 
separate the State from 
the Church”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p. 37)
[“after 1981 period its 
decay started”] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p. 37)
[“corruption, which 
became enormous”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p. 37)
[“PASOK eventually 
characterized by 
corruption”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
PASOK”] (p. 37)
[“the PASOK of 
nowadays, I think it 
has no reason to 
exist”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for PASOK”] (p. 37)

SYR 01
[“direct connection of 
Stavros Theodorakis, 
leader of POTAMI 
with the ‘media 
lords’”] (p.25)                     
[“zero”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for Stavros 
Theodorakis”] (p.25)     
[“Stavros Theodorakis 
as a blackmailer”] 
(p.25)

SYR 01
[“debasement and 
indifference about 
POTAMI’s ‘other 
policies’”] (p.25)

SYR 01
[“debasement and 
indifference about 
POTAMI’s ‘other 
policies’”] (p.25)

SYR 01
[“debasement and 
indifference about 
POTAMI’s ‘other 
policies’”] (p.25)

SYR 01
[“debasement and 
indifference about 
POTAMI’s ‘other 
policies’”] (p.25)

SYR 01
[“debasement and 
indifference about 
POTAMI’s ‘other 
policies’”] (p.25)

SYR 01
[“debasement and 
indifference about 
POTAMI’s ‘other 
policies’”] (p.25)

SYR 01
[“debasement and 
indifference about 
POTAMI’s ‘other 
policies’”] (p.25)

SYR 01
POTAMI

ND 02
[“POTAMI has no 
resonance in the 
peoples”] (p.31) 
[“POTAMI has not 
good leadership”] 
(p.31) [“Theodorakis 
does not stand in the 

ND 02
[“POTAMI has 
more sufficient 
ideology than 
PASOK”] (p.31) 
[“POTAMI has no 
resonance in the 
peoples”] (p.31)

ND 02
[“Theodorakis voted 
for the 
‘memorandum’”] 
(p.32)

ND 02
[“the peoples do not 
respond for 
POTAMI’s 
policies”] [in vivo 
code] [“POTAMI 
has no resonance in 
the peoples”] (p.31)

ND 02
[“the peoples do 
not respond for 
POTAMI’s 
policies”] [in vivo 
code] [“POTAMI 
has no resonance in 

ND 02
[“the peoples do 
not respond for 
POTAMI’s 
policies”] [in vivo 
code] [“POTAMI 
has no resonance in 

ND 02
[“the peoples do not 
respond for 
POTAMI’s 
policies”] [in vivo 
code] [“POTAMI 
has no resonance in 
the peoples”] (p.31)

ND 02
[“the peoples do 
not respond for 
POTAMI’s 
policies”] [in vivo 
code] [“POTAMI 
has no resonance in 

ND 02
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level of the country’s 
needs”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for Stavros 
Theodorakis leader of 
POTAMI”] (p.31)           

the peoples”] 
(p.31)

the peoples”] 
(p.31)

the peoples”] 
(p.31)

SYR 03
[“RIVER as an 
embankment ”] 
[“negative connotation 
for the POTAMI”] 
(p.18)                     
[“POTAMI was made 
to ‘revive PASOK’”] 
(p.18)                        
[“Stavros Theodorakis 
as a man of the ‘media 
lords’”] (p.18)                         
[“Stavros Theodorakis 
as a ‘new liberal’”] 
(p.19)                                
[“negative opinion 
about Stavros 
Theodorakis”] (p.19)

SYR 03
[“negative opinion 
about POTAMI’s 
ideology”] (p.19)

SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03

ND 04
[“Stavros Theodorakis 
as not a trustworthy 
politician”] (p.17)                     
[“I think someone is 
‘pushing’ him”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
hint for Stavros 
Theodorakis and 
POTAMI itself”] 
(p.17)

ND 04
[“POTAMI as a 
party with 
insufficient 
ideology”] (p.17)                                           
[“they ‘grew up’ 
like a ‘savior’”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative hint for 
the ideology of 
POTAMI”] (p.18)                      

ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04

KKE 05
[“the ‘RIVER’ as a 
party of big 
entrepreneurs and 
media lords”] 
[“negative connotation 
for the ‘RIVER’”] 
(p.18)                            
[“to attract all the 
‘disappointed’”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for the 
‘RIVER’”] (p.18) 

KKE 05                     
[“negative 
connotation for the 
RIVER’s 
ideology”] (p.20)

KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05

GD 06
[“No trust to Stavros 
Theodorakis”] 
[“negative connotation 
for ‘the RIVER’”] 
(p.18)         
[“intellectualistic 
showcase”] [“ironic 
hint for ‘the RIVER’”] 

GD 06
[“intellectualistic 
ideology”] [“ironic 
hint for ‘the 
RIVER’”] (p.18)

GD 06
“I don’t believe they 
would be effective 
in anything! Only 
words”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for THE 
RIVER (and 

GD 06
[“I don’t believe 
they would be 
effective in 
anything! Only 
words”] [in vivo 
code] (p.18)

GD 06
[“I don’t believe 
they would be 
effective in 
anything! Only 
words”] [in vivo 
code] (p.18)

GD 06
[“I don’t believe 
they would be 
effective in 
anything! Only 
words”] [in vivo 
code] (p.18)

GD 06
[“I don’t believe 
they would be 
effective in 
anything! Only 
words”] [in vivo 
code] (p.18)

GD 06
[“I don’t believe 
they would be 
effective in 
anything! Only 
words”] [in vivo 
code] (p.18)

GD 06
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(p.18)     [“if 
Stavros Theodorakis 
had the opportunity he 
would act against 
Greece”] [“negative 
connotation for ‘the 
RIVER’”] (p.18)    

economic policy)”] 
(p.18)

SYR 07
[“POTAMI as a mean 
to diminish SYRIZA”] 
[“negative connotation 
for POTAMI”] (p.25) 
[“POTAMI has been 
created to diminish the 
electoral power of the 
first party”] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI”] (p.25)                

SYR 07
[“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI’s 
ideology”] (p.25)

SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07

KIN 08
[“Fluid”] [in vivo 
code] [“ironic hint for 
POTAMI”] (p.24) 
[“moderate stance 
against POTAMI”] 
(p.24)                         
[“‘Sufficient evidence’ 
as the party of the 
‘media lords’”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI”] (p.24)      
[“POTAMI as a party 
with no sufficient 
history”] (p.25)        
[“POTAMI as an 
association instead of 
a political party”] [in 
vivo code] [“ironic 
hint for POTAMI”] 
(p.25)

KIN 08
[“negative stance 
for POTAMI’s 
ideology”] (p.25)

KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08
[“positive stance 
for POTAMI’s 
emigration policy”] 
(p.25)

KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08

SYR 09
[“THE RIVER as a 
corrupted and pseudo 
intellectual party”] 
[“negative connotation 
for THE RIVER”] 
(p.19)
[“derogatory stance 
towards THE 
RIVER”]
[“no future”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for THE 
RIVER”] (p.19)
[“vague identity”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for THE 
RIVER”] (p.19)

SYR 09 SYR 09
[“THE RIVER as a 
dishonest party”] 
[“negative 
connotation for THE 
RIVER (and 
economic 
policy)”]”] (p.19)

SYR 09
[“THE RIVER as a 
dishonest party”] 
[“negative 
connotation for THE 
RIVER(and 
economic policy)] 
(p.19).

SYR 09
[“THE RIVER as a 
dishonest party”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
THE RIVER”] 
(p.19)

SYR 09
[“THE RIVER as a 
dishonest party”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
THE RIVER”] 
(p.19)

SYR 09
[“THE RIVER as a 
dishonest party”] 
[“negative 
connotation for THE 
RIVER”] (p.19)

SYR 09
[“THE RIVER as a 
dishonest party”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
THE RIVER”] 
(p.19)

SYR 09
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[“bad organizational 
structure”] [“negative 
connotation for THE 
RIVER”] (p.19)
[“THE RIVER’s 
patrons stop finance it 
due to lack of 
‘future’”] [“negative 
connotation for THE 
RIVER”] (p.19)

KKE 10
[“It is in the field of 
social-democracy”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
hint towards 
POTAMI’s ideology”] 
(p.41)                          
[“POTAMI’s as an 
‘interweaved’ party 
with businessmen and 
media lords”] (p.41)               
[“indications of 
breakup for 
POTAMI”] (p.41)

KKE 10
[“POTAMI’s 
ideology in not 
clear”] (p.41)

KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10

GD 11
[“THE RIVER is 
nothing”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for THE 
RIVER”] (p.23)                            
[“THE RIVER has no 
ideology”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for THE 
RIVER”] (p.23)       
[“There is no reason of 
existence”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for THE 
RIVER”]                     
[“THE RIVER as 
party of the media 
lords”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for THE RIVER”] 
(p.23)

GD 11
[“negative stance 
against RIVER’s 
‘ideology, its 
leadership, 
everything’”] 
(p.23)

GD 11
[“negative stance 
against RIVER’s 
‘ideology, its 
leadership, 
everything (and 
economic policy)’”] 
(p.23)

GD 11
[“negative stance 
against RIVER’s 
‘ideology, its 
leadership, 
everything’”] (p.23)

GD 11
[“negative stance 
against RIVER’s 
‘ideology, its 
leadership, 
everything’”] 
(p.23)

GD 11
[“negative stance 
against RIVER’s 
‘ideology, its 
leadership, 
everything’”] 
(p.23)

GD 11
[“negative stance 
against RIVER’s 
‘ideology, its 
leadership, 
everything’”] (p.23)

GD 11
[“negative stance 
against RIVER’s 
‘ideology, its 
leadership, 
everything’”] 
(p.23)

GD 11

GD 12
[“Systemic”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI”] (p.25)
[“POTAMI as 
instrument of the 
political status and the 
media lords”] (p.25)
[“rather clear”] [in 
vivo code] [“POTAMI 

GD 12
[“There is none”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI’s 
ideology”] (p.25)

GD 12
[“rather negative 
image”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI’s 
policies”] (p.25)

GD 12
[“rather negative 
image”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI’s 
policies”] (p.25)

GD 12
[“rather negative 
image”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI’s 
policies”] (p.25)

GD 12
[“rather negative 
image”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI’s 
policies”] (p.25)

GD 12
[“rather negative 
image”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI’s 
policies”] (p.25)

GD 12
[“rather negative 
image”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI’s 
policies”] (p.25)
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as an unprofessional 
and clumsy 
construct”] (p.25)
[“inexistent 
organizational 
structure”] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI’s 
organizational 
structure”] (p.25)
PAN 13
[“the RIVER as 
creation of the 
entrepreneurs and the 
media-lords”] (p.18)
[“RIVER’s 
organizational 
structure does not 
exit”] (p.18)

PAN 13
[“RIVER’s 
ideology as 
‘cloudy’”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
RIVER’s 
ideology”] (p.18)

PAN 13
[“RIVER’s policies 
as neo-liberal”] 
(p.18)

PAN 13
[“RIVER’s policies 
as neo-liberal”] 
(p.18)

PAN 13
[“RIVER’s policies 
as neo-liberal”] 
(p.18)

PAN 13
[“RIVER’s policies 
as neo-liberal”] 
(p.18)

PAN 13
[“RIVER’s policies 
as neo-liberal”] 
(p.18)

PAN 13
[“RIVER’s policies 
as neo-liberal”] 
(p.18)

PAN 13

GD 14
[“negative stance 
against POTAMI”] 
(p.28)

GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14

ND 15
[“negative stance 
against POTAMI in 
general”] (p.23)    
[“members are mostly 
inadequate”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI”] (p.23)   
[“POTAMI attracts 
not widely accepted 
people”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI”] (p.23)   
[“He is financed from 
some big interests”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for POTAMI”] (p.23)

ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15

IND 16
[“I can’t do this 
because I don’t watch 
anything at all. I don’t 
listen to the news. I 
don’t know what is 
going on. I know you 
are a little shocked 
now...”] [in vivo code] 
(p.16)
[“And I am very proud 
of it, that is to say, I 
do this consciously 

IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16
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(on purpose)”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“it’s ‘noise’”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“all this kind of 
discussion. This is 
why I am doing well 
with my business; 
because I have 
distanced myself...”] 
[in vivo code] (p.16)
SYR 17
[“POTAMI has no 
future”] (p.29)
[“POTAMI as a 
creation of the media-
lords”] (p.29)
[“POTAMI basic aim 
I to weaken the first 
political party”] (p.29)

SYR 17
[“POTAMI has no 
sufficient 
ideology”] (p.29)

SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17

SYR 18
[“a party of good 
will”] [in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation 
for POTAMI”] (p.28)
[“of democratic 
ideas”] [in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation 
for POTAMI”] (p.28)
[“in the ‘central left’”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation 
for POTAMI”] (p.28)
[“positive stance 
towards a cooperation 
of POTAMI with 
PASOK”] (p.28)
[“POTAMI might not 
be in the next 
parliament”] (p.28)
[“POTAMI does not 
stands any chance to 
rule”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for POTAMI”] (p.28)

SYR 18 SYR 18
[“POTAMI policies 
are not identifiable 
(and economic 
policy)”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI”] (p.28)

SYR 18
[“POTAMI policies 
are not identifiable”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI”] (p.28)

SYR 18
[“POTAMI 
policies are not 
identifiable”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI”] (p.28)

SYR 18
[“POTAMI 
policies are not 
identifiable”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI”] (p.28)

SYR 18
[“POTAMI policies 
are not identifiable”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI”] (p.28)

SYR 18
[“POTAMI 
policies are not 
identifiable”] [in 
vivo code] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
POTAMI”] (p.28)

SYR 18

IND 19
[“Lukewarm”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for the 
RIVER”] (p.15)
[“RIVER’s ideology 
as hodgepodge”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for the 

IND 19
[“incomprehensible 
ideology”] 
[“negative 
connotation 
RIVER’s 
ideology”] (p.15)

IND 19
[“incomprehensible 
policies (and 
economic 
policy)”]”] 
[“negative 
connotation 
RIVER”] (p.15)

IND 19
[“incomprehensible 
policies”] [“negative 
connotation 
RIVER”] (p.15)

IND 19
[“incomprehensible 
policies”] 
[“negative 
connotation 
RIVER”] (p.15)

IND 19
[“incomprehensible 
policies”] 
[“negative 
connotation 
RIVER”] (p.15)

IND 19
[“incomprehensible 
policies”] [“negative 
connotation 
RIVER”] (p.15)

IND 19
[“incomprehensible 
policies”] 
[“negative 
connotation 
RIVER”] (p.15)

IND 19
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RIVER ideology”] 
(p.15)
SYR 20
[“the ‘River’ as an 
embankment against 
SYRIZA”] [“negative 
connotation for the 
‘River’”] (p. 36)
 [“As a result their 
analyses are surface”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for the ‘River’”] (p. 
36)
[“It is something 
planted, almost 
appointed”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for the 
‘River’”] (p. 36)
[“there is not a central 
trunk”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for the ‘River’”] (p. 
37)
[“they are nothing to 
me”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for the ‘River’”] (p. 
37)

SYR 20
[“This fact that it 
hasn’t got a clear 
ideology doesn’t 
make me feel 
safe”] [in vivo 
code] (p. 36)

SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20
[“Psarianos all I know is he is a 
shame”] [in vivo code] (p. 36)
[“Stavros Theodorakis as a journalist 
was looking at the surface of things”] 
[“negative connotation for Stavros 
Theodorakis the ‘River’s’ leader”] (p. 
36)

SYR 01
[“not corrupted”] [in 
vivo code] [“positive 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.25)                 
[“significant party 
members”] [“positive 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.25)    
[“positive perception 
about ANEL”] (p.25)

SYR 01
[“positive 
perception about 
ANEL”] (p.25)

SYR 01
[“positive perception 
about ANEL”] 
(p.25)

SYR 01
[“positive perception 
about ANEL”] 
(p.25)

SYR 01
[“positive 
perception about 
ANEL”] (p.25)

SYR 01
[“positive 
perception about 
ANEL”] (p.25)

SYR 01
[“positive perception 
about ANEL”] 
(p.25)

SYR 01
[“positive 
perception about 
ANEL”] (p.25)

SYR 01
[“he could be a healthcare minister”] 
[in vivo code] [“positive connotation 
for both Papachristopoulos and 
ANEL”] (p.25) 

ANEL

ND 02
[“ANEL is a creation 
of foreign centers”] 
(p.32) [“governmental 
control through 
ANEL”] (p.32)      
[“ANEL 
organizational 
structure as a 
remainder of New 
Democracy”] (p.32)                                 
[“ANEL is in the 
government in order to 
support and control 
SYRIZA”] (p.32)  

ND 02
[“ANEL have no 
sufficient 
ideology”] (p.32)

ND 02
[“ANEL’s economic 
policy, healthcare, 
education and so 
on…as nothing”] 
(p.32)

ND 02
[“ANEL’s economic 
policy, healthcare, 
education and so 
on…as nothing”] 
(p.32)

ND 02
[“ANEL’s 
economic policy, 
healthcare, 
education and so 
on…as nothing”] 
(p.32)

ND 02
[“ANEL’s 
economic policy, 
healthcare, 
education and so 
on…as nothing”] 
(p.32)

ND 02
[“ANEL’s economic 
policy, healthcare, 
education and so 
on…as nothing”] 
(p.32)

ND 02
[“ANEL’s 
economic policy, 
healthcare, 
education and so 
on…as nothing”] 
(p.32)

ND 02
[“Alexis Tsipras should never become 
‘Maduro’”] (p.32)
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SYR 03
[“ANEL as 
opportunist”] (p.18) 
[“ANEL’s anti 
memorandum 
projection as 
opportunist”] (p.18) 
[“ANEL ‘does 
everything to be in 
power’”] (p.18)

SYR 03
[“negative opinion 
about ANEL’s 
ideology”] (p.18)

SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03

ND 04
[“ANEL as an 
opportunistic political 
party”] (p.18)              
[“ANEL’s purpose 
was to be in the 
government”] (p.18)    

ND 04
[“‘I don’t know’ 
for the ideology of 
ANEL”] (p.19)

ND 04
[“ANEL’s political 
positions as 
insufficient”] (p.19)

ND 04
[“ANEL’s political 
positions as 
insufficient”] (p.19)

ND 04
[“ANEL’s political 
positions as 
insufficient”] 
(p.19)

ND 04
[“ANEL’s political 
positions as 
insufficient”] 
(p.19)

ND 04
[“ANEL’s political 
positions as 
insufficient”] (p.19)

ND 04
[“ANEL’s political 
positions as 
insufficient”] 
(p.19)

ND 04

KKE 05
[“ANEL have no 
reason of existence”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for ANEL”] (p.19)   

KKE 05
[“negative 
connotation for the 
ANEL’s 
ideology”] (p.20)

KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05

GD 06
[“patriotic element”] 
[“positive connotation 
for ANEL”] (p.21)        
[“‘support the 
motherland’ as major 
attribute of ANEL”] 
[“positive connotation 
for ANEL”] (p.21)   
[“cooperation with 
SYRIZA”] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.21)                                          
[“ANEL as an ‘anti-
memorandum party’”] 
[“positive connotation 
for ANEL”] (p.21)

GD 06
[“ANEL has 
similar ideology 
with New 
Democracy”] 
(p.21)

GD 06
[“no sufficient 
policies”] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.22)                     
[“ANEL as a party 
of no stable 
positions”] (p.22)

GD 06
[“no sufficient 
policies”] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.22)                     
[“ANEL as a party 
of no stable 
positions”] (p.22)

GD 06
“In emigration 
issues I think they 
are silent”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.22)                                
[“they prettify the 
situation”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.22)                      
[“ANEL remains 
silent due to its 
governmental 
position”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.22)

GD 06
[“no sufficient 
policies”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.22)                     
[“ANEL as a party 
of no stable 
positions”] (p.22)

GD 06
[“no sufficient 
policies”] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.22)                     
[“ANEL as a party 
of no stable 
positions”] (p.22)

GD 06
[“no sufficient 
policies”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.22)                     
[“ANEL as a party 
of no stable 
positions”] (p.22)

GD 06

SYR 07
[“They are all 
opportunists”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for ANEL 
party members”] 
(p.26) [“If they don’t 
match they would not 
be together”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for ANEL 
as a party”] (p.26)

SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07
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KIN 08
[“here we laugh”] [in 
vivo code] [“ironic 
hint for ANEL”] 
(p.25)                             
[“Ridiculous”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.25)                    
[“right party 
organizational 
structure of ANEL”] 
(p.26)       [“ANEL has 
army characteristics”] 
(p.26)

KIN 08
[“ANEL stands in 
between New 
Democracy and the 
Golden Dawn”] 
(p.26)

KIN 08
[“negative stance for 
ANEL’s policies”] 
(p.26)

KIN 08
[“negative stance for 
ANEL’s policies”] 
(p.26)

KIN 08
[“negative stance 
for ANEL’s 
policies”] (p.26)

KIN 08
[“negative stance 
for ANEL’s 
policies”] (p.26)

KIN 08
[“negative stance for 
ANEL’s policies”] 
(p.26)

KIN 08
[“negative stance 
for ANEL’s 
policies”] (p.26)

KIN 08

SYR 09
[“ANEL has some 
serious personalities in 
it”] [“positive 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.22)
[“stable and good 
values”] [“positive 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.22)
[“‘right sign’ and 
nationalistic”] 
[“negative connotation 
for ANEL”] (p.22)
[“ANEL as a party of 
integrity”] [“positive 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.22)
 [“You don’t afraid 
them like ‘The 
River’”] [in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation 
for ANEL”] (p.22)

SYR 09 SYR 09
[“moderate stance 
for ANEL’s 
policies”] (p.22)

SYR 09
[“moderate stance 
for ANEL’s 
policies”] (p.22)

SYR 09
[“moderate stance 
for ANEL’s 
policies”] (p.22)

SYR 09
[“moderate stance 
for ANEL’s 
policies”] (p.22)

SYR 09
[“moderate stance 
for ANEL’s 
policies”] (p.22)

SYR 09
[“moderate stance 
for ANEL’s 
policies”] (p.22)

SYR 09
[“positive stance against Panos 
Kammenos”] (p.22)

KKE 10
[“ANEL as a 
populistic extreme 
right party”]     
[“negative stance 
towards ANEL’s 
policies”] (p.43)   
[“negative stance 
towards ANEL’s 
organizational 
structure”] (p.43)

KKE 10
[“ANEL’s 
ideology as an 
extreme right”] 
(p.43)

KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10

GD 11
[“positive stance for 
ANEL in general”] 
(p.25)                    
[“moderate stance 
towards Panos 
Kammenos leader of 
ANEL”] (p.25)   
[“Kammenos 

GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11
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confrontation with the 
media lords”] [in vivo 
code] [“positive 
connotation for Panos 
Kammenos”] (p.25)
GD 12
[“ANEL as a ‘right’ 
political party with a 
‘right’ leader”] (p.26)
[“ANEL’s views 
cannot be adopted 
from a ‘left’ 
government”] (p.26)
[“ANEL as an 
opportunistic political 
party”] (p.26)
[“ANEL as a correct 
choice within the 
‘SYRIZA mess’”] 
(p.26)

GD 12
[“ANEL has no 
ideology”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL’s 
ideology”] (p.27)

GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12

PAN 13
[“a political party 
‘parasite’”] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.19)
[“ANEL have not 
constant values”] 
[“negative connotation 
for ANEL”] (p.19)
[“conflict between 
ANEL’s ideology and 
political practices”] 
[“negative connotation 
for ANEL”] (p.20)
 [“ANEL as a party 
with no values”] 
(p.20)

PAN 13
[“ANEL a party 
with no ideology”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.20)
[“ANEL is in a 
stage of ideological 
confusion”] (p.20)

PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13
[“negative stance against Panos 
Kammenos leader of ANEL”] (p.20)

GD 14
[“ANEL as a party 
with limited 
capabilities”] (p.30)
[“ANEL as 
inconsistent”] (p.30)
[“ANEL as a ‘leader 
personality’ driven 
party”] (p.31)
[“ANEL has positive 
attributes but not 
applicable”] (p.31)
 [“negative stance 
against ANEL’s 
organizational 
structure”] (p.31)

GD 14
[“positive stance 
against ANEL’s 
ideology”] (p.31)

GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14

ND 15
[“ANEL as an 
opportunistic political 

ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15
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party”] (p.23)                 
[“ANEL as an 
political party with no 
specific orientation”] 
(p.23)    [“ANEL as 
an opportunistic 
political party”] (p.24)                 
[“ANEL as reluctant 
political party”]  
[“ANEL as an 
opportunistic political 
party”] (p.24)
IND 16
[“I can’t do this 
because I don’t watch 
anything at all. I don’t 
listen to the news. I 
don’t know what is 
going on. I know you 
are a little shocked 
now...”] [in vivo code] 
(p.16)
[“And I am very proud 
of it, that is to say, I 
do this consciously 
(on purpose)”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“it’s ‘noise’”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“all this kind of 
discussion. This is 
why I am doing well 
with my business; 
because I have 
distanced myself...”] 
[in vivo code] (p.16)

IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16

SYR 17
[“absolute mutation”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative stance 
against ANEL] (p.30)
 [“ANEL does not say 
anything important”] 
(p.31)
[“ANEL a small party 
which will be 
absorbed”] (p.31)

SYR 17
[“POTAMI has no 
sufficient 
ideology”] (p.29)

SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17

SYR 18
[“ANEL policies as 
‘unidentifiable’ and 
strange”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.28)
[“positive perception 
about them in national 

SYR 18 SYR 18
[“not clarified 
policies”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.29)

SYR 18
[“not clarified 
policies”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.29)

SYR 18
[“not clarified 
policies”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.29)

SYR 18
[“not clarified 
policies”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.29)

SYR 18
[“not clarified 
policies”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.29)

SYR 18
[“not clarified 
policies”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.29)

SYR 18
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issues”] [in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation 
for ANEL”] (p.28)
IND 19
[“they betrayed their 
people”] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.15)
[“incomprehensible 
ideology”] 
[“negative connotation 
ANEL ideology”] 
(p.15)
[“divergence between 
declarations and 
actions”] [“negative 
connotation ANEL”] 
(p.15)
[“no organizational 
structure”] [“negative 
connotation ANEL 
organizational 
structure”] (p.15)
[“divergence between 
declarations and 
actions”] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.15)

IND 19 IND 19 IND 19 IND 19
[“inconsistency 
with Immigration 
control and 
National Defence”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.15)

IND 19 IND 19 IND 19
[“inconsistency 
with Immigration 
control and 
National Defence”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p.15)

IND 19

SYR 20
[“ANEL as a very 
conservative party”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for ANEL”] (p. 39)
[“I disagree at their 
view of the 
homosexuals”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p. 39)
[“the immigration 
issue”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for ANEL”] (p. 39)
[“not clear political 
positions”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p. 39)
[“tolerance towards 
ANEL due to support 
to SYRIZA 
government”] (p. 39)

SYR 20
[“ANEL consistent 
towards their 
ideology”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
ANEL”] (p. 39)

SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20
[“Panos Kammenos as the only one 
who could be a Minister of Defence”] 
[in vivo code] [“positive connotation 
for Panos Kammenos”] (p. 39)

SYR 01 SYR 01 SYR 01 SYR 01 SYR 01 SYR 01 SYR 01 SYR 01 SYR 01
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[“zero”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] (p.25)  
[“SYRIZA’s voting 
‘leakage’ absorbed by 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] (p.25)    
[“they have been 
elected accidentally”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] (p.26) 
[“protest vote”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] (p.26)

[“I don’t know…I 
don’t care”] [in 
vivo code] [“hint 
of debasement for 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] 
(p.26)

[“I don’t care”] [in 
vivo code] [“hint of 
debasement for 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] 
(p.26)

[“I don’t care”] [in 
vivo code] [“hint of 
debasement for 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] 
(p.26)

[“I don’t care”] [in 
vivo code] [“hint 
of debasement for 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] 
(p.26)

[“I don’t care”] [in 
vivo code] [“hint 
of debasement for 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] 
(p.26)

[“I don’t care”] [in 
vivo code] [“hint of 
debasement for 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] 
(p.26)

[“I don’t care”] [in 
vivo code] [“hint 
of debasement for 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] 
(p.26)

[“‘hilarious’ leader”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation for Vasilis 
Levendis (leader of the UNION of 
CENTRISTS)”] [General](p.25)

ND 02
[“the UNION of 
CENTRISTS and its 
leader as a funny 
case”] (p.32)

ND 02 ND 02 ND 02 ND 02 ND 02 ND 02 ND 02 ND 02

SYR 03
[“Levendis used to be 
an authentic politician 
who speaks with no 
fear”] (p.19)                             
[“Levendis as a funny 
politician”] (p.19)

SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03 SYR 03

ND 04
[“negative connotation 
for the leader of the 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] (p.19)       
[“the policies of the 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS as 
unattainable”] (p.19)   

ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04 ND 04

KKE 05
[“I don’t know”] [in 
vivo code] (p.20)

KKE 05
[“no comment 
about the Union of 
Centrists 
ideology”] (p.20)                

KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05 KKE 05

Union of 
Centrists

GD 06
[“Union of Centrists 
as a ‘cartoon’ ”] (p.18) 
[“Union of Centrists 
has never persuaded 
the Greek peoples”] 
[“negative connotation 
for Union of 
Centrists”] (p.18)                       
[“Union of Centrists 
leader as a cartoon”] 
[“negative connotation 

GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06 GD 06
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for Vasilis Levendis 
(leader of the Union of 
Centrists)”] (p.18)
SYR 07
[“it is for laugh”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for the 
UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] (p.26)              
[“the UNION of 
CENTRISTS has been 
created to diminish the 
electoral power of the 
first party”] 
[“negative connotation 
for the UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] (p.26)

SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07 SYR 07

KIN 08
[“This poor guy used 
to be a member of 
PASOK do you know 
it”] [in vivo code] 
[“ironic hint for 
Vasilis Levendis: 
leader of the UNION 
of CENTRISTS”] 
(p.28)       
[“insane”] [in vivo 
code] [“negative 
connotation for Vasilis 
Levendis”] (p.28)

KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08 KIN 08

SYR 09
[“Vasilis Levendis 
(leader of the Union of 
Centrists) as a 
‘ridiculous 
personality’”] (p.22)
[“The garbage”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for Vasilis 
Levendis”] (p.22)

SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09 SYR 09

KKE 10
[“negative stance 
towards Vasilis 
Levendis leader of 
UNION of 
CENTRISTs”] (p.43)

KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10 KKE 10

GD 11
[“no clarity in 
ideology of UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] (p.25)      
[“‘I don’t know’ 
anything about 
organizational 
structure of UNION of 
CENTRISTS”] (p.25)

GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11 GD 11

GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12 GD 12
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[“UNION of 
CENTRISTS as a 
disdain of the political 
process”]
[“positive stance 
against the UNION of 
CENTRISTS and its 
leader”] (p.27)
[“UNION of 
CENTRISTS and its 
leader stultify the 
political system”] 
(p.27)
PAN 13
[“Union of Centrists 
as a ridiculous 
situation”] (p.20)
[“Union of Centrists 
as a party with no 
future”] (p.20)

PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13 PAN 13

GD 14
There are no 
comments about the 
Union of Centrists

GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14 GD 14

ND 15
[“The UNION of 
CENTRISTS as a 
funny political party”] 
(p.24)[“The UNION 
of CENTRISTS has 
not any hope for 
reelection”] (p.24)

ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15 ND 15

IND 16
[“I can’t do this 
because I don’t watch 
anything at all. I don’t 
listen to the news. I 
don’t know what is 
going on. I know you 
are a little shocked 
now...”] [in vivo code] 
(p.16)
[“And I am very proud 
of it, that is to say, I 
do this consciously 
(on purpose)”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“it’s ‘noise’”] [in 
vivo code] (p.16)
[“all this kind of 
discussion. This is 
why I am doing well 
with my business; 
because I have 
distanced myself...”] 
[in vivo code] (p.16)

IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16 IND 16
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SYR 17
[“ashamed for being in 
the parliament Vasilis 
Levendis (leader of 
Union of Centrists)”] 
(p.31)

SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17 SYR 17

SYR 18
[“Vasilis Levendis as 
a man of good will”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation 
for Vasilis Levendis”] 
(p.29)
[“Vasilis Levendis as 
a very honest man”] 
[in vivo code] 
[“positive connotation 
for Vasilis Levendis”] 
(p.29)
[“Vasilis Levendis as 
not so significant”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for Vasilis 
Levendis”] (p.29)

SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18 SYR 18

IND 19
[“Vasilis Levendis as 
‘a caricature’”] [in 
vivo code] [“negative 
connotation for Vasilis 
Levendis”] (p.16)
[“where the wind 
blows”] [in vivo code] 
[“negative connotation 
for Vasilis Levendis”] 
(p.16)

IND 19
[“derogatory 
comment about 
ideology”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
Union of Centrists 
ideology”] (p.16)

IND 19 IND 19 IND 19 IND 19
[“derogatory 
comment about 
education”] 
[“negative 
connotation for 
Union of Centrists 
education policy”] 
(p.16)

IND 19 IND 19 IND 19

SYR 20
[“Levendis as a good 
grandfather”] [“ironic 
hint for Vasilis 
Levendis”] (p. 40)
[“Levendis says things 
which are supposed to 
be self-evident”] 
[“negative connotation 
for Vasilis Levendis”] 
(p. 40)

SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20 SYR 20


